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GRADE ORGANIZATION: DOES IT MATTER?

Across the nation, within the Washington metropolitan area, and especially
here in the Montgomery County Public Schools (MCPS), there are schools with a
variety of grade organizations. There are elementary schools with PreK-6,
K-6, K-3, K-5, K-8, and K-4 grade organizations. There are middle schools
with 3-6, 4-6, 5-6, 5-8, 6-8, and 7-8 grade organizations. Considering the
almost unlimited number of grade organizations it is only fair to ask, does it
matter? Does the grade organization affect student learning (achievement),
parent and student satisfaction, program costs, and the student's affective
domain (e.g., his/her self-concept)?

The purpose of this brief paper is to summarize the relevant and available
research on school grade organization and determine if the grade organization
matters. Specifically, at the elementary and middle school levels, does grade
organization affect student achievement, parent and student satisfaction,
program costs, or the student's attitudes and self-concept?

Selected articles used in this summary are abstracted and attached. In some
instances when an article seemed especially interesting, the complete article
has been copied and atLaehed. Also, where possible, relevant research
findings from MCPS studies have been cited.

Before presenting our conclusions, an extremely important caveat must be
expressed. Despite our best efforts to locate relevant research through both
literature searches and telephone calls to colleagues, we have uncovered few
articles presenting solid data, especially at the elementary level. An
abundance of empirical research on grade organization simply does not exist.
Most of the relevant literature we were able to uncover on grade organization
is "expert" opinion. Our discussions with personnel in otner districts/
indicate that our 'experience in searching the literature on Frnool
organization is not atypical. The letter from Phi Delta Kappa (see Exhibit
1), reflects what we were told by other educators whom we contacted.

OVERVIEW OF FINDINGS

Student Achievement

If research studies on the effects of middle schools were excluded, there
would be a definite void of empirical research on grade organization and its
effect on student achievement. Further, where the middle grades were focal,
the findings--both nationally and for MCPS--do not conclusively support one
structure over another (see Exhibit 2). In fact, the review of the literature
found no study which empirically compared the effects of different elementary
school grade structures (e.g., vs. K-2, 3-6, or K-3, 4-6) on student
learning. At best, the literature provided expert opinion on the strengths
and weaknesses of such alternatives (see Exhibit 3).

Parent and Student Satisfaction

At the elementary level, the review of the literature found no empirical
studies which suggest that students or parents are more satisfied with one
type of grade organization over some other type of grade organization. At the
middle school level, the research is also inconclusive (see Exhibits 2 and 5).



Costs

Our review of the literature could find no empirical research supporting the
notion that one type of grade organization is intrinsically more or less
expensive than anothe.: type of grade organization. At the middle school
level, a study conducted by DEA in 1981 is relevant. The DEA study, entitled
Intermediate vs. Middle Schools: An Analysis of the Relative Costs in the
Montgomery County Public Schools, found that how much a school costs is
related to the school's utilization rate and special program features, not
what grades the school contains. Middle schools in MCPS do cost more than
intermediate or junior high schools, but it is because of program differences
which are not dependent upon the schools' grade spans (for example, use of
interdisciplinary resource teacher positions), not because of the grade
organization level (see Exhibit 4).

Attitudes and Self-Concept

At the elementary level, the review of the literature found no empirical
studies which suggest that student attitudes and self-concept are better
because of one particular level of grade organization. At the middle school
level, however, there are many empirical studies, yet once again, no overall
trend can be established (see Exhibits 2 and 5).

CONCLUSION

To date, few conclusions can be drawn concerning the effects of different
school organizational patterns. Despite numerous journal articles, studies,
and dissertations which have addressed this topic, a lack of consistency in
their findings exists, and there is no conclusive data supporting one grade
level organization over another.
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EXHIBIT 1

Letter from Phi Delta Kappa
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December 29, 1982

Dr. Joy FrJchtling, Director
Instructional Evaluation and Testing
Montgomery County Public Schools
Room 11, 850 Hungerford Drive
Rockville MD 20850

Dear Joy,

I am writing in response to your request for research information about the
effect of grade level organization upon children's academic achievement and/or the
effect upon parent and teacher satisfaction.

We performed a search of relevant literature and found virtually nothing that
would, in my opinion, apply to this issue. I conducted a similar search of the
literature two years ago, when I was the assistant superintendent in Eugene, Oregon,
planning a reorganization of grade levels. We found no relevant research then,
either.

What you find, if you read carefully, is the opinion of "experts" as to the
best grade organization. Some "experts" predicate their opinion on "facts," some
on experience, but it still boils down to opinion.

There does not appear to be any "best" grade organization. Logic alone will
tell you there probably is not any "best" grade organization. Grade organization
is really a political issue, not an educational issue, if for no other reason than
that researchers have refused, and will continue to refuse, to research this topic.
It seems that a board and superintendent would be best advised by you to understand
that they Are trying to make a political decision, not an educational decision. I am
convince chat they would be better off being candid with the public about the type
of decision they are faced with. The public already knows it anyway.

To try to add credibility to a political decision by finding a best way
predicated upon research would be a misuse of both politics and research, something
I am sure they would not want to do.

Eighth Street & Union Avenue, Box 789, Bloomington, Indiana 47402 Telephone 812/339-1156



Dr. Joy Frei...M.:ling December 29, 1982

I am sorry iat we were unable to assist you in your request for information.
IL, in the future, you need assistance on an issue where there is research data,
please don't hesitate to contact us. We will try to help.

Sincerely,

T
'kr; 6.- .1.-

Larry W. Barber
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EXHIBIT 2

Summaries of Middle School Research



Wiles, J.W., and Thomason, S. Middle School Research 1968-1974:. A Review of

Substantial Studies

The purpose of this literature review of middle school research was to

identify and summarize studies which sought to evaluate middle schools in a
systematic way. Findings indicate little evidence by which to evaluate middle
school education. Achievement, attitudes--i.e. of students toward school and
of parents and teachers toward the middle school program; self-concept, and

facilities were categories which the majority of these studies addressed.
Additional areas were addressed. The absence of evidence is contributed to

poor research procedures, a narrow and biased focus, and a failure to clearly
define the subject of the study. There is a particular need for a systematic

study to identify middle schools which follow the guidelines of middle school
literature.
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hicraturr, A too; of 27 studies were re
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Rematch Limitations

Existtng research on middle school erfu
cation is of remarlohly low quality. Most of
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In ronkvlar, the studies resiewed were
limited in salve because they did not pre.
civets define middle schools because they
dad is tuftsK.r how long uth .shads had
been In existence. hrsatise they did not loth
rate how king pupils in such se hoods had
expenenced the middle school program. and
because they did not indicate the reason fur
the establishment of such schools All of
these facers. we ',cisme. would significantly
affect the firstlings.

Research Findings

The findings of the studies below are
limited to the category in which they arc
fisted. Nearly all of the studies cited looked
al other categories and had other findings as
well as those mentioned.

AchievementSix studies were found
which looked at academic achievement in
middle schools and compared such achieve.
ment to other forms of intermediate educa
lion. Most of the studies were based on
national standardised tests. Three studies
((thatch and Murray. 1969, Clissineyer.
1969. and Mooney. 1970) found no sloth.
cant differences in achievement for middle
schoolers when compared to equivalent stu
dents In other forms of intermediate educa
non. One studs i Trauschke, 1970) indicated
more achievement for middle school mu.
dents, but only alter at least two sears of
treatment In middle schools. Two studies
(Howell. 1969. and Case. 1970) found
middle school pupils achieving higher
some academic areas than their counterparts
In other forms of intermediate education.

Attitudes-1%w kinds of attitudes were
addre..ced by the studies reviewed attitudes
of students toward school and attitudes of
parents and teachers toward the middle
school program Two studies i Ehollth and
Murray. 1969 and %rood. 1973) --rid no
significant differences In student attitudes
toward school Thrt.s studies i i lie. 1970.
Schaff, 1970. and Bryan and Entlson, 1970)
found a signifiC.int alfference in the positive
attitudes middle +charters had toward school
The Eke study also resealed a greater con

s sm. Mr SS.

...go OM -

cem of middle school students with social
and emotional questions.

Three 'studies t Howell, 1969. Trauschkr.
1970..ind Bryan and Fritkson. 1970) found
a signilic.sni difference in the positive 2t1I.
Ludes of classroom leachers toward school

middle schools. The Bryan and Enckson
study also found an increase in favorable
altitude among parents toward the middle
school program.

SelKoneept In the area of self.
concept and selfFcreepoon among students.
four studies (Case, 1970; Eholich and
Murray. 1969. Elie. 1970: avid Trauschke.
1970) found no significant difference he.
tween middle school studer.ts and control
students studied, while two studies (Schco
1970. and Scares. Soares. ard Pumerantz.
1973) found middle school students having
significantly lowered self-coneepts when
compared to students in other forms of
Intermediate education.

FueditiesTwo studies (Davis. 1970:
and Catcwood. 1970) looked al facilities In
middles hoofs and other forms of inter
mediate education and found no significant
differences.

Other Findings

The review of other studies on the
middle school revealed some findings worthy
of mention. A study by Krinsky and
Pumcrantr dcta'ls that little Is being done
at present to prepare middle school teachers
in colleges and universities. A study by
Bough. McClure. and Sinks documents that
less than une.founh of middle %thou's in the
midwest arc including the fifth grade in
noddle schools despite the human growth
and development rationale of the middle
school. Other suclies (Howell, 1969. and
%looney, 1970) indicate that middle schools
have Increased attendance and (Howell)
lowered discipline problems.

After nearly ten years of eXisterice,
there Is little evidence availahle by which to
evaluate the merits of muddle school educa
non. This condition. however. is nut unique
to middle schools. Poor research procedures,

1J
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Educational Research Service, Inc. 2I3anization of the

Middle Grades: A Summary of Research, 1983.

This Research Brief provides the historical background and theories behind the

various approaches to the organization of the middle grades. It also

summarizes the research on various factors considered important when

determining grade organization. The following summary offers important

information for use by local school officials and concerned persons when

making decisions about the most effective and appropriate organization of the

middle grades in their school systems.

15
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This Research Brief provides the histori-

cal background and theories behind the. vari-

us approaches to the organization of the mid-

dle grades. It also summarizes the research

on various factors considered important when

determining grade organization. The following

summary offers important information for use

ty local school officials and concerned per-

sons when making decisiol.s about the most

r. Ind arp4riate organization of the

'r%ton in nyntems.

THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL MOVEMENT

Edu,ntors throughout the twentieth cen-

tury grappled with the difficult task of

:en.ifying how best to house middle

grade students in a school suited to

sir parti:ular needs and interests.

juni'r high sdhools, which consisted cf

ena.ies were tha first solution.

Pr,gining in L9!0, junior high schools

er-w in pop:arity and in nurbers.

Researchers found a wide mhge mo-

tives regarding the development and func-

tions of the junior high school. The

earliest research studies indicated that

`he goals and functions cf the jJnicr

igh school were:

--'o design :-.r,',grars t,tok

ne

I
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--to introduce college material earlier;

--to provide educational opportunity;.

--to relieve congestion in the school

system;

--to use existing buildings better;

--to provide a gradual transition from

elementary to high school;

--to offer some vocational education to

pupils who would not remain in school

until graduation; and

--to increase the retention cf pupils.

Several researchers concluded that the

initial motivation for the establishment

of the junior high school was to allevi-

ate the crowded conditions in existing

schools caused by the post-World War I

population boom.

Later research studies indicated that

changes occurred in the aims of the jun-

ior high school. Researchers found that

some of the original purposes, such as

vocational training and rounding out the

education of potential dropouts, no .cng-

er served as a justification for junior

high schools. With the advent of chid

labor laws, compulsory attendance, and a

different social order, the purposes of

the junior high school evolved into pro-

viding an educational program that in-

cluded a basic general education, gui-

dance, and a strong exploratrry aspe:t.

Researchers found that tht, functions

junior nigh school accepte! by a
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authorities emphasized the special needs

of preadolescents and early adolescents

and include the following:

--integration of the pupil's previous

experience with edUcation;

- -exploration of the student's aptitudes

and special talents;

- -guidance;

- -differentiation of opportunities for

learning;

--socialization for participation in so-

ciety; and

--articulation between elementary and

high school.

Early studies on the educational effec-

tiveness of junior high schools indicat-

ed a wide variance in programs, prac-

tices, and grade organization among

sclx)1.74 called junior high schools. Re-

searchers also found a signif::an'
e

ference between the practices .f junior

high schools and the functins that edu-

cational theorists postulated.

Evaluations of the functions of junior

high schools showed that operatingjun-

ior high schools failed to live up to

the hopes and expectations ): the junior

high movement.

Research that compared jun:Dr :.igh

s:hools to traditional indergarter.

through 8th grade schools saowe: tnat

?arly junior high schools did nc% com-

pare favorably. By the end of th-

:30'a, however, the uni:r nigh .ichool

was at least equal to, and :n some ways

better than, the traditional school. A

few of these studies showed that the jun-

ior high school was able t: surpass

these other schools in acid.:': achieve-

m.:nt and attitudes )f tne

17

THE MIDDLE SCHOOL MOVEMENT

By the 1960's, educators were beginning

to question whether the junior high

school was the best answer to preadoles-

cent and early adolescent education.

They proposed a middle school with a

grade organization of 5-8 or 6-8, com-

bined with a more humanistic approach to

the education of students.

Middle school advocates put forth the

following criticisms of the junior high

schuol as negative reasons for establish-

ing a middle school:

--junior high schools never achieved

their original purposes;

- -junior high schools evolved into a

"cheap imitation" of the high schc.:s1;

- -the 9th grade continued to emphasize

college preparation 'Iesp::e being

housed with the 7th and stn grades,

--junior high schools tended to encour-

age racial segregation by delaying the

student's departure from neighborhood

schools until the 7th grade;

--the academic structure was too depart-

mentalized; and

--junior high schools adopted the spcial

practices of high schools.

In addition to the negative criticisms

of junior high schools, many educa-

tors postulated positive reasons

establishing middle 3ch:.'13. Th.ee

positive reasons assigned middle

schools the following attributes:

--a grade pattern beginning with either

the 5th or the t,th grad and endihg

with the 8th grid. ;



--a willing attitude on the part of

the staff toward instructional experi-

mentation, open classrooms, team

teaching, utilization of multi-media

teaching techniques, and student

grouping by talent and interest rather

than by age alone;

--an emphasis on individual instruc-

tion and guidance for each pupil;

--a focus on the education of the whole

child, not just the intellect; and

--a program to help ease the transi-

ticl between childhood and adoles-

But again, as with the development of

the junior high school, much research

:_ndicated that the major impetus for the

est.:blisnment,of middle schools was to

lim_hate overcrowding caused by the

'.4ar :: baby coom.

G :he mildle school movement, which began

_n :)uG's, was followed by a rapid

growth in the number of middle schools

toward the latter half of the decade.

Research on the implementation of middle

oon)ol goals showed a lack of standard:-

zati:m among operating middle schools

reminiscent of that found during the jun-

iDi high movement.

..*everal national surveys of operating

schools f:und that most middle

s. moo.., failed achieve the goals of

th,., movement.

A of the I:tudies that concen-

trated on middle schools in individual

states confirmed the existence of a wide

glr between the ideal and the real mid-

school. in almost every study, he

re archers found that middle schools

wer- :.ot able to Institute successfully

r, nst mIddie advo-

.173

cates determined the schools should

adopt.

In comparisons between middle school and

traditional school organizations (except

the junior high school), researchers

found that the establishment of a middle

school appeared to have little negative

effect on student achievement or atti-

tudes.

Several studies indicated that the fail-

ure to train properly middle school

teachers and administrators was the

cause of the middle school's inability

to meet its goals. One study found that

teachers believed they needed more sup-

port from administrators if they were to

achieve successfully the middle school

program.

COMPARISONS BETWEEN JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOLS AND MIDDLE SCHOOLS

The research on grade organization cen-

tered on whether the 7th through 9th

grade junior high or the 4th, 5th, or

6th through 8th grade middle school was

best suited to the intellectual, social,

emotional, and physical needs of stu-

dents in the middle grades.

Both the junior high school and the mid-

dle school went beyond a particular or-

ganization of the grades, for each in-

volved a particular educational

approach.

Advocates of junior high schools, in gen-

eral, questioned the necessity of middle

schools, for they believed that each of

the educational reforms proposed for the

middle scI)ol could easily be adopted by

the well etablished junior high school.

18
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Middle school advocates believed just as

strongly that middle schools offered not

only a new grade organization but also a

fresh approach to the education of pre-

adolescents and early adolescents.

Many researchers who looked at the rea-

sons behind the establishment of junior

high and middle schools concluded that

the major reason for both types of grade

organization was to eliminate overcrowd-

ing ::11 elementary or high school and not

to achieve educational goals.

Educators who examined the research on

the organization of the middle grades

found it to suffer from several concep-

tual and methodological problems, such

as a failure to identify the independent

variables under investigation. This re-

search often eamine,.! relationships t:at

31m;,:y -nnnm not as a

sult of perticslar programs extant in

the sehocl.

surveys of junior high schools and mi

dle schools Indicated ',hat, on a nation-

al basis, schools for the middle grades

lacked organizational consistency.

According to one of the latest surveys,

50 percent of the schools polled had

middle grades organized in combinations

of 5th, nth, or 7th through 8th grades,

with 42 percent usinf a 7th through 9th

grade organization.

Fesearch on hcw well junior highs and

middle schools achieved the goals that

educational theorists established for

each showed that neither was able to live

up to the expectations of its advocates.

For the most pert, researchers who in-

vestigated ,junior high schools were dis-

appointei wit:: the actual operation of

tne scho'ls.

who examined mid-

!3e -xTnosh' disappointment in

the ability of these schools to insti-

tute a true middle school program. Many

of these studies criticized the schools

under review for being too much like the

old junior high school and not enough

like the ideal middle school.

Researchers studying the development of

junior high schools and middle schools

found a similarity of goals in both

types of schools.

Researchers found that middle schools

and junior high schools were more

alike than different in regard to cur-

riculum, organizational structure, in-

structional practices, administrative

practices, staffing patterns, extra-

curricular activities, elective

courses, personnel, and co-curricular

activies. There was some indication

that middle schools, more than junior

highs, used differentiated staffing,

block and flexible scheduling, indivi-

dualized instruction, team teaching,

and innovation.

Researchers who examined the middle

school and junior high school to deter-

mine which was best for students in

terms of academic achievement found

little significant difference between

the two. However, some studies of

schools that were :hanged from a junior

high school to a middle school indicated

that the middle school contributed tc

higher achievement and created an im-

proved aca'iernic learning environment.

Mere than one-half of the studies com-

paring the attitudes and behavior of mid-

dle school and junior high school stu-

dents as a function of the school they

attended found nc significant differun,

between the two schools.

The; :° *t!1,::, that identifid ,Ji.:fev-

encos founl ^i re pcsitive Jtudent at';-



tudes among middle school students re-

garding school, themselves, other stu-

dents, teachers: and administrators.

One study designed to determine levels

of motivation, task orientation, prob-

lem solving, and class membership in-

dicated that students enrolling in a mid-

dle school for the first time seemed to

adjust more rapidly and with less loss

of self-concept than pupils entering a

junior high school.

3tudies of teachers in middle schools

lnd junior high schools found that

to -4,;hers in middle schools tended to per-

better and have a more positive.at-

titude toward teaching.

T.wo studies that examined the custodial

p,.;p21 control attitudes of junior high

:ddl teachers found tha:

th- school tescherswerr mor-: hu-

mnIcti,: toward student control and th.:-

i-7 -e grade comblnati,;n

41d :q53 :.1StOdial than junior hi6;h

:,e5earzhers found little difference of

:n:on over the perception of func-

ti:ns of th:: middle grades between jun-

. h:gh and middle schc..l teachers.

7:.T.;..?ver, there were differences in empha-

5un:or high school.:1 emphasized

vP;:itiona:-aocational Jpportuhitie,s

.,:homic responsibility, And trnsition

'fr= elem,:ntlry tc junior high; Lt!ile

were mere student centered and

emtasized independent learning anu de-

elopment of academic skills.

X:st research found little difference in

ittitudes of middle school and ;un-

::r high principals toward the functions

fcuhd diff.::rences te..ween

aril milli z :!.oc1 prinQ:ca:s

perscnal u l profes:z:7,n!Al

20
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In general, middle school principals

tended: to be younger in age, with few-

er years experience; to be a former

assistant principal at a high school or

principal at an elementary or high

school; to have an undergraduate major

in elementary education or physical edu-

cation; and to be certified in either

secondary or elementary education.

Junior high principals tended: to be

former assistant principals at a mid-

dle level school or high school, to have

an undergraduate major in social sci-

ence, to have a doctorate degree, and to

be certified in secondary education.

Middle school principals tended to have

mor-; control in staffing and budget deci-

sions and rated their personal prestige

and self-fulfillment higher than junior

high principa:s.

Studies that examined the organizational

climate of junior high and middle

schools to find out which fostered a

more open climate found few significant

differences. A few studies where differ-

ences were found indicated that the mid-

dle school fostered a more open climate.

One researcner who examined the organi-

izational climate of departmentalized

and non-departmentalized junior high and

middle schools found that non-

departmentalized junior high schools and

middle schools were more open, positive.

humanistic, and produced higher satisfac-

tion among the community and the parents

of students.

ORGANIZATION OF THE MIDDLE GRADES

.f school system6 have shown a

:cnolJt2ncy

nighs, middle schools, and

..,:nfJoed :h
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issue concerning which type of grade

arrangement provided the best combina-

tion for students.

A recent survey found that 50 percent of

schools polled were organized as 5th,

6th, or 7th through 8th grade; 42 per-

cent were organized as 7th through 9th

grade.

Through the years, educators were unable

to reach a consensus as to the most

appropriate grade organization for the

middle years of schooling. Some educa-

tors favored the junior high school's

7th-9th grade organization; some educa-

tors favored the middle school's 5th or

6th -8th grade; and some educators be-

lieved that grade organization per se

was of less importance than the quality

of the prcgram offered in the school.

::os,,-trch,ers who have examined different

aspects relating to grade organization

agreed that the quality of the school

program was far more important than its

grade organization.

Researchers measuring the anxiety stu-

dents experienced as a function of the

grade organization of the schools they

attended found no meaningful relation-

ship between the pattern of school grade

organization and the anxieties mani-

fested by students. There was evidence

that girls felt greater anxiet:. than

1-cys in grades six througi' twelve. Hcw-

cver, after the 8th grade. regardless of

Sex, anxiety tended to decrease in each

successive grade.

?'search regarding 7th grade pupils in-

dicated that grade organization had

little effect upon their overall

personal-social adjustment.

?re 3tudy that evaluated "t: -?thy 7th-

-:th, and 7th-12th grade organization
tc...

.iotormine which had tho preatest effect

on the student's ability to adjust to

problems found that the lowest number of

student adjustment problems occurred in

the 7th-9th grade organization, and the

highest number of adjustment problems

occurred in the 7th-8th grade schools.

The results of several studies measuring

the homogeneity of pupils within various

grade combinations in terms of the level

of maturity of the students led research-

ers to recommend grade couplets of 6th-

7th and 9th-10th as the best grade

arrangements for grouping students of

similar maturational levels.

One study examining the organizational

climate of junior high schools, middle

schools, and 7th-8th grade schools in-

dicated that grade pattern had no signi-

ficant effect on the organizational cli-

mate of the schools. The behavior of

teachers did not vary significantly be-

tween the three types of school and the

behavior of principals was not influ-

enced by grade arrangement.

Research evidence indicating an earlier

onset of puberty led to the deduction

that 6th graders more closely resembled

7'th graders than elementary school pu-

p.ls, and that 9th graders held more in

common with high school students than

with eth graders.

r:ther researchers emphasized the impor-

tar' of protecting students from grow-

ing .1r too fast.

In general, studies regarding the best

placement of the Eth grade indicated

that neither the academic achievement

nor the attitudes of 6th grade students

woro adversely affected by being placed

in particular grade organization.

r-search study compering ,4unior

to middle sere -ind elementary

rel:+ed the ,:,r,71usi-n that



dle schools provided more appropriate

programs far 6th grade pupils in terms

of higher academic achievement in read-

ing and arithmetic and more positive

self-concepts than elementary schools.

Research that tried to determine the

most appropriate entry level for middle

school tended to show that the 6th

grade, rather than the 5th grade, was

the best entry level. However, as one

researcher found, placing 6th graders

with "th and 8th graders may promote a

rapid social maturation as the

younger students adopt the habits and be-

havior of their elders.

:Studies of the maturity level of 9th

graders indicated that these students

more closely resembled tOth graders than

grader.o and belonged in a 9th

ade hit7n ochool.

principals and district ad-

_n i:i7ratcrs r=:garding the placement of

the 17,th erale found a substantial majori-

ty tc believe that the 9th grade be-

:7!nek with the high school rather than

with :he "th and 8th grade.

Fosearch cn th,: effects of grade crgani-

ra:ich on the academic achievement of

?th grade pupils showed that pupil

Ichiement was not affected by the

;lacer..ent ?th grads pupils in a jun-

icr r.ior hiEh, or a combine.-

:unir-sc.nior high school.

Twc recear:hers believ-d that the necos

ity :1 introducing Carnegie units in

the ?th grade meant that the 9th grade

properly belonged with the senior high

school.

The attiti.?8 of princip s toward grade

cre.anizati:n :.'eve changed over the

of the latest ourvyo

f.r the t..tk

nAe org:inisation.
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Earlier studies showed a preference for

a 7th through 9th grade organization.

Recent research shows that two-thirds of

the middle schools were organized in a

6th through 8th grade combination.

Recent research findings regarding brain

growth indicate that the brain grows in

stages, with growth spurts and plateau

periods.

During growth spurts corresponding to

the middle grades five, six, nine, and

10, youngsters should find it easier to

acquire new, higher level cognitive abil-

ities. These appear to be the times for

the introduction of new information and

the development of new thinking skills.

A plateau period occurs in middle grades

seven and eight and seems to be the time

when new skills should be fully inte-

grated.

71 the implications derived from b .in

growth periodization are true, educa-

tors have new evidence to consider as

they attempt to meet the special need

of adolescents during the middle grades.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

ThP following are some of the more impor-

tant research findings for consideration by

legislators, and other con-

cornoi persons in making decisions regarding

frade organization and school programs for atu-

dents in the middle grades. These conclusions

have been generalized from an extensive volume

of research varying in scope and quality and

'cvoring two-tnirda of a century. For this

rPeoon, the summaries of the atudieu in this

F.,,s-arc;! reef Jnould be examined before using

rcr-luui'ma to make policy de,:isions re-

prado Qvganizatior or seller: pr)grems.

22
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Throughout the twentieth century,

schools have been organized with any

number of different grade arrangements

in response to educational theory, ad-

ministrative needs, or population pres-

su res.

Research has shown that through the

years enrollment pressures have bee- a

major factor in school organization in

the middle grades.

Current school age population trends in-

dicate that enrollment pressures will

continue to be a major consideration in

school organization in the middle grades

in many school systems.

Current national school age population

trends indicate major enrollment in-

creases in the elementary grades accom-

panied by major enrollment ??creases in

high senor: grades.

Research on the mental, phy3i-11, emo-

tional, and maturity levels of preadcles-

:ents and early adolescents indicates

that educators have many factors to con-

sider as they attempt to meet the spec-

ial needs of the students of the middle

grades.

The junior high school was the first

attempt to create a school suited to the

special needs of these students. :t

grew in ppularity for fifty years.

:n the 1960's, the middle achool was

conceived as a new opportunity to

7orrect the perceived failiner of the=

junior high school.

Research indicated that neither the jun-

:or high nor the middle school was able

to achieve the goals that ed:;':.ational

theorists established for el :...

Researchers :omparing junior

.1,7hcols with middle schools

tnem more el:ke tnan differ

researchers have oncluded that they

are different in name and grade organiza-

tion only.

In general, grade organization appeared

to have no detrimental effect on the

academic achievement or attitudes of the

students of the middle years.

Some research evidence indicated that

middle schools fostered a somewhat im-

proved learning environment, fostered

more positive student and teacher atti-

tudes, and was more innovative.

Research indicated that teachers in mid-

dle schools tended to perform better and

have a more positive attitude toward

teaching, and were more humanistic to-

ward student control.

Studies have shown little difference in

the opinions of both teachrr:e p..tic:-

pals in junior high schools and middlt:

schoo:s ever the:: pee epti7n.;. of tne

funcri:,ns of tie middle grades.

Research indicated that grade .;rganiza-

tion had no significant effe.:... the

organizational climate of the schools.

In general, studies indicated that nei-

ther the academic achievement nor the

attitudes of 6th grade students were

adversely affected by beiw p:aced :n

any particular grade organizaticn.

Research that tried tr_' dete-rm:n, the

most appropriate entry level for the

mir!!,.! grade schools .r,.:d?d 3NOW that

the 6tn grade, rather tnan

grade, was the best entry lev-1 for matu-

rational reasons.

Research rgarding 7th grade p'ipils ih

di-::ated that grade Orr " 1i struc-

ture ~Niel :;tt:e effect 401. :r

all per:;o::al-social ,01,USt7.

Resea:::, that tne

achievemen -f 9th grde r wa:1



'effected by the grade otTanization of

junior high, senior high, or 1 combina-

tion junior-senior high.

studies regardin6 the level of maturity

of 9th graders indicated that 9th grade

students more closely resembled 10th

graders than 8th graders and belonged in

fl 9 -12 school.

Researchers have suggested that the

necessity of introducing Carnegie units

in the 9th grade indicated that the 9th

grade belonged with the senior high

school.

:7tudies measuring the homogeneity of pu-

rils within various grade combinations

found that the grade couplets of Oth and

-th grader:: and 9th and 10th graders

were best for grouping students of simi-

:;:r matura.ion!,1

mor-
!y to iel!eve that thc 9th be-

:enged with the hieh

:"rveys schol systems have shown a

.tick of erganizati'ma: consistency
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among junior high schools, middle

schools, and other types of schools. A

recent survey found that 50 percent of

schools polled were organized as 5th,

6th or 7th through 8th grade and 42 per-

cent were organized as 7th through 9th

grade.

Recent surveys showed that two-thirds of

the schools called middle schools were

organized as 6th through 8th grade.

The latest survey of the opinions of

principals regarding middle grade organ-

ization indicated their preference for a

6th through 8th grade organization.

Researchers who examined different as-

pects relating to grade organization gen-

erally agreed that the quality of the

school program was far more imrortant

than its grade organization.

9..(7en' res,:arch

spurts at the 6th und Stn gr:ale

an,, a plateau period at the

grade levels held new implica::,7,ns for

curriculum and program deve2cim,nt

the middle grades.



EXHIBIT 3

General Articles on Grade Organization
Across All Grades*

*These are generally "think pieces," not empirical studies



Caliste, E.R. Do School Organizational Patterns Make A Difference?

Mimeographed Paper, 1975.

This study compared 12th grade students in an K-8 pattern with students in a

K-3, 4-6 plan in an effort to determine the effect of school organizational

patterns on learning and school adjustment. Findings include the following:

o achievement did not differ

o few differences were found with students' perception of school

experiences

o no meaningful difference was found between students in stability of

socioeconomic aspiration level

o no inhibitory effects of organization patterns in participation in

extracurricular activities was found

stability of performance within socioeconomic status classification

was found
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Do School Organizational Patterns
Hake a Difference?

by Edward R. Caliste

Over the years many educators and educational organizations have

taken a strong position on'the best sequential grade aggregation that

will better facilitate growth and development of children in the schools.

Each group or organization defends its choice usually in terms of broad

educational goals. The organizational patterns started in the late 1600

and early 1700 and continues in our present systems. There seems to be

as such diversity of opinion now as existed over one hundred years ago

as to the best selection or grouping by grades that will enhance both

adjustment and learning. While millions of dollars are spent on the

various grade patterns, it is also interesting to note that there is no

significant research data to support the use of any particular pattern.

Basic Organizational Patterns from
1938-48

The National Education Research Bulletin(1) gave the following

breakdown of school organizational patterns as they existed in 1948. The

report was basad on 1,372 city systems.

2
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Eleanimational PAttern

6-3-3

8-4

6-6

2

Percent1,.... 31

23

16

6-2-4 12

6-3-3-2 4

7-5 3

5-3-4-2 - 2

6-2-4-2 1

7-2-3 1

Others 3

It is very difficult to rolate the diversity of organizational school

patterns to the specificity the neece of children as described by the

developmental psychologist The age range encompassing these organizational

patterns would certainly include children with a wide range of emotional

stability, physiological and psychological needs and values and levels of

maturity.

School Organizational Patterns from
1948-60

Grade-level organizations continue in what educators might call a

logical and orderly sequence with the final judgment being made by the

decision making personnel in the school district. A very comprehensive

2u
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study of elesontary school organisational patterns was conducted by the

O. S. Office of Cducation(2); the results were published in 1960. Following

are the findings of this study:

School organization, exclusive of publicly supported kindergarde

program*, by U. S. and regional percentages.

Type of School
Orpanization

Total
U. S.

North-
Eau

North
Central South West

6-3-3 33.82 31.02 35.02 30.0% 31.0%

6-2-4 16.4 10.7 12.5 15.2 18.2

6-6 14.6 14.6 19.0 10.3 15.0

7-5 3.5 -5.3 .9 3.7 5.1

8-4 23.9 32.9 16.7 26.2 18.4

Other 7.8 5.5 6.9 8.6 12.3

The six year elementary school has maintained its stability from 1938

to 1960. However, there are no significant changes in the categories listed

in the 1960 study when compared to the same categories in the 1938-48 study.

School Organizational Patterns from
1960-70

The mcst recent comprehensive study of grading patterns is contained

in the text Administration of Public Education, third edition by

Stephen 3. Knezevich, 1975(3). The author reflects on a study conducted

in the 1960 which yielded the following data:

4
29
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U. S. Mrtdian Percent

6-3-3 70

6-2-4 15

5.34 2

Other 10

The report also gives a breakdown of grading patterns bylstates.

For example, in Minnesota 962 of the schools are on the 6-3-3 plan, 22

on the 6-2-4, and 22 not accounted for in the study. The District of

Columbia has 100% of its schools on the 6-3-3 plan. However, the state

of Arizona has only 92 of its schools on a 6-3-3 plan, 732 on the 6-2-4

plan and 182 on various other organizational patterns. Unfortunately,

the study does not include a detailed analysis of other patterns such as

those listed in the 1938-48 survey.

In order to determine the effect of school organizational patterns

on learning and school adjustment, the author conducted a study which

compared twelfth grade students who attended schools organized in a K-8

self contained structure with students who attended schools organized in

a K-3, 4-6 self-contained classroom and then a 7-8 departmentalized organi-

zational structure. The 7-8 departmentalized structure was based on the

variables of achievement, stability of socioeconomic aspirational level

as measured by eight and twelfth grade occupational choice and school

adjustment over. this period. All of the students attended ninth grade in

one school and then one which used a 10-12 pattern. The author visited all

30 5
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of the schools to verify the organisational patterns of each school. One

school had multiple grads levels (4, 5, 6) in one classroom. The specific

purposes of the study were as follows2

1) To compare twelfth grado CPA of K-8 students with twelfth

grade CPA of 7-8 studouts in order to determine differences

over a four year period.

2) To analyse the perception of echool experiences peculiar to

students with K-8 organizational background that are different

from those with a 7-8 background,

3) To determine whether there is a stability of socioeconomic aspire-

tional level as measured by occupational selection in ninth and

twelfth grade.

4) To determine whethe: the participation in extra-curricular activities

of pupils with a K-8 background are in proportion to those with\a

7-8 background.

5) To determine the effects of SES on these variables.

Rationale for Matching

To accomplish these purposce, 22 K-8 pupils were matched with 22 7-8

pupils. Students were matched on the verbal-reasoning percentile rank of

the\DAT and socioeconomic status using Hollingshead's Index of Social Position(

6
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The verbal reasoning (Vi) of tbi DAT is a series of verbal analogies

designed to 141101241 both verbal ability and deductive reasoning factors.

Since these factors serve u a basis for school achievement and are

also objective forms of measurement, the test was selected as a valid .

criteria for matching. The VR percentile information was obtained from

the cumulative record during the first quarter of the ninth grade. There-

fore, scores probably represent the achievement of these students before

the influence of their Math grads educational training, thus providing

a more valid basis for measuring the influence of additional school learning

cm these students.

Socioec000mic states was selected because it is a subjective measure

of status, life style and values that influence both school achievement

sod school adjustatat. School adjustment vas measured by a student questionnaire

due...loped over a four Booth period using tweetreix items from The Ibone Problem

peehltst. This inforpetioe use croarvalidated by a structured student inter-

view.

teary and Cceclisiose

The remelts of the stalky showed that (1) achievement as measured by

Musa mot statistically significast os the Ttest at the .O level for

this population; (2) there mere few dilfertecee between semipro via X-0

and 7-1 echoel'erismisatioes1 bask:roma experieseas (Mee differences were

freed, they were more related to SU amd see rather than trends that could

e -- . -.. ,1101/M.T +.r. ssimpuede wionve
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he attributable to previous school organisational structure); (3) there was

so meaningful difference between K-8 and 7-8 students in stability of

socioeconomic aspiratimal level; (4) there vas no inhibitory effects of

organizational school patterns in participation in extracurricular activities;

(3) there wee stability of performancs within each StS classificaitoo.

Some specific timeline which night interest educators are as follows

1) A total of 25 students (12 K-I and13 7-8) expressed a need for

sore assistants is developing good stied, habits.

2) A total of 23 stadiums (15 K-8 sad 10 7-e) expressed desire

for assistsmce is outlining school work or taking aotss in class.

3) 7-8 stsdasts spent two hours more per week studying school work

the, K-8 stylists. lowever, there was es significant difference iA

ackUmpuest lobos 612 red lasalligameo leers matured by verbal

rmsamoiag percentile rank of tbo DAL

4) 33 stueoess (LS lie4 and IS 7-6) indicated that they did mot bars

a Berates, or system for studying soled work. !boy simply read

sad mooched the mourrial for tbs Colloids. day.

3) M asoussims al dipmstmostallsathe (74 stadamia) usa that the

dowelopmeso of humps:moo' sti1L as a 'molt at shift wool/

impress soth/Lostime. Bowes. mum 7 stwdeets (13) than Ireht

staidiate (13) famlicatadot sod law olstamos is davolopias pass

Watimoahips.

33
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ImplIcatiosa for Education

Since school organizational patterns steed so significant difference

in this study is achievement, la stability of mocioacononic aspiratilnal

level or is participation is extracurricular activities and since stability,

of perforenace exist within each Sii classifications the current emphasis

is school orgaalsational grade pawns mai be alaleading if the goal of

edecatioe is schieweneat Sad school adjustasat. losever a careful obser-

vation of the specific fladiags indicate that these goals may better be achieved

1) lelping stedesta to acquire a nethed of studyleg and preparing

for academia ckalleagas each as ostlisiag school subjects by

categories cad subcategorise of kasuladge sad by indicating the

mimeo 01 tholes categorise to the noacepte sad principles being

disoesiastad.

3) Prevldlag mere school separristee of individual aneiganents or sup's-

. wised ladelosedeng study ream time girlsg hone automats.

3) Liestifylag the learaiug scytos of children sad teaching the W44 of

tetellectesi tools Le dialog*, etcatogia that are emaciate to

pcobLes nide. aleastiose

4) Teething Skills that will facilitate Ferassal-sociai adjustmeat.

9
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If we are going to provide students wit! sous continuity in their

educational training, es night wily well improve tbs sdecntiossl process

by loaiimg at eclat Lactate; sea ss, tescbar variables if affective

conmenication. types of programs offered. the learsiog styles of chIldrea

sad factors contributing to an incrosse in Its level of aotivatioo

relevancy of ostartals or contest.
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Hess, F., and others. "Organization of Schools: An Overview of Alternative

Grade Level Arrangements." In Issues in Education: A Documental Look at

Seven Current Topics. Mimeographed paper, 1978.

The authors discuss historical changes in the grade-level organization of

schools dealing with variations that have emerged at the elementary, middle,

junior high, and senior high levels. Several pages (see attached) deal

specifically with variants at the elementary level. Attention is given to the

K-3, 4-6, and the K-2, 3-5, plans indicating where these structures appear

advantageous. Mainly, they find these systems to be useful (1) where

duplication of expensive facilities can be minimized through the inclusion of

small numbers of closely associated grades in single buildings, and (2) the

truncated grade range allows concentration and effective utilization of expert

staff. These conclusions as offered are the opinions of the authors based on

their experience and/or reading of other sources. No empirical data are,

...rever, presented in the chapter to support the claims of the authors.
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school populations necessitated division of the unified, K-12 structures into

more manageable units.

In the 1970's, the dramatic growth of population which had characterized

the previous 150 years slowed dramatically. A:, national population levels

stabilized, school populations declined. I.. some places, the drop was more

marked than in others, yet the trend appeared to be general. The new pattern

necessitated a move toward consolidation of grade levels and facilities first

elementary education, then in the other two levels. 9

Because general discussion of the full range of these groupings is

cumbersome and often confusing, treatments undertaken below will proceed

ar basis. Elementary schools will be discussed first, with

nior high schools f....)1lowing.

Le.:.21s in Elementary Education

sense, all of American public education grew out of elementary

.thpols, since the one room schoolhouse was fundamentally an elementary

instituticn. By 1818, separate primary schools with four grade levels were

functir.'71ing In Boston for pupils aged four to seven. The four classes repre-
10Increasing proficiency in reading and spelling. With the

develo::;ment of the Prussian system from an original nine into thirteen grades,

interc.:st. in primary education c.irne to focus on the first nine levels (including

kinderu,irten), with the remaining four being left to secondary education.

The reL,ult the trai.litional Eight-Four plan. 1 1

heavy was place-d on primary education by the Eight-Four plan.

sce*.v:,n of this s.,,ster. developed out of the first nine levels

ot orcani.:atic,n. Under the Prussian concep', a

6iX and at age fourteen, when he Was considore.2

12

i..:.:pected to acquire prol.1::enci,,:s in basic lar..;uages and ma

37
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along with introductions to geography, history, and science. The burden on

the elementary levels of the American system was made heavier by the changing

sizes of student populations. Initially, many students did ..)t continue their

educations past the eighth grade. Sizable numbers would quit at or between

any of the various levels, Secondary school populations were usually the

committed, homogeneous remainder. Education for all this really came to

mean primary education for all. 13

Variations quickly developed on the Eight-Four Plan, yet this traditional

model of Ameri:an school organization has survived In many places. It con-

tinues to flourish in rural areas, where a more conservative approach to

education holds sway; and in states ,,nere separate administrative units for

elemer:tary education exist. The Mar ras support from psychologists

who believe that thirteen anr. fourte(-7 o c:o not mature as rapidly

as most psychologists contend, Otl prop. . argued from a sociological

standpoint, that the seventh grader .0 be influenced by the maturity

level of ninth grade students. 1

All of the alternatives which h. Ye beer (.-.eve.loped into the Eight-Four plan

have restricted the range of elemental y education. An early variant separated

grades seven and eight fmn-: the firs. :,ix. SL:prncters of this approach argued

that thirteen and fourteen year old s'.,..:dents ire in a period of development

where a more varied program, including fewer repetitious subjects should be

provided, In the early dec.ides of the twentieth century it was also believed

that more students would continue in school for longer periods if a break in

organization came at some point othr than age fourteen, the point traditionally

regarded as the end of schooling 1.-iy large segments of the adult population.
15

The initial mo...emt:r. to trades seven and eight frog

school organizations was :a 1.;.,,sed on hay notions cf human

-7.15
in ',he field Df '..?velop-

r.ent added great..?r to this p,:ttern.
I
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The elementary segment of the Eight-Four plan, like its Prussian counter-

part, had ,focused on the schooling of the individual for adult life. It had been

adopted for use in America,- although conditions in the United States bore little

resemblance to those in Central Europe. During the early twentieth century,

child development studies gradually shifted the focus of elementary education

from the total schooling of the individual to the instruction of children. Within

this context, individuals who had reached puberty were no longer children and

were thus removed from .childrens' education. The close of elementary education

was accordingly moved from the eighth to the sixth grade levels. 16 The impact

of the new interest in child development dramatically changed the organization

of elementary education. Indeed, it may have created elementary education as

we know it today. In areas where the K-6 approach took hold, primary education

shifted from the inculcation of the individual with all of the skills necessary

for life, to concern with total child development. The accent on instruction

in basic subject areas remained, yet with it came a concern for the child as a

special type of individual, one with emotional arid mental needs which set it

17
apart from the general population. A number of criticisms have been leveled

at organizations including K-6 elementary schools. Yet most of these comments

have focused on the junior high, rather than the primary institutions .18

The division of the K-8 elementary school has continued beyond the move

to K-6 setups. One popular variant is the K-3 plan, involving the building of

several such schools in various neighborhoods. to provide only primary experiences

for the youngest children. After grade three, the pupils are transferred to larger,

intermediate schools for levels four through six. This particular type of structure

can be less expensive, since larger facilities young children do not

necessarily need, such as cafeterias, gymnasiums and auditoriums need not be

iuplicated in each primary building, but may ::t.! located in the larger, inter-

73-!iat,2 school. 19
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Another organizational alternative places a preschool year with grades

K-2 in one building and a second four year block, including grades 3-5, in

another. This structure provides maximum concentration on the needs of the

very youngest children within the context of individual neighborhoods. The

second level schools can be somewhat farther removed from the home and

serves larger geographical areas. 20

The K-2, 3-5 system also provides economic and institutional advantages.

Duplication of expensive facilities is minimized through the inclusion of small

numbers of closely associated grades in single buildings. Expert staff members

can also be attracted and effectively utilized in such specialized institutions. 21

Another important factor favoring the K-2, 3-5 setup was the d3cline in

school populations which began to make itself felt in the 19701r., The stabil-

ization of national population levels stimulated a vaidespreaC

numbers of elementary pupils. The trend necessitated consolidatior of.grade

levels and facilities at the elementary level and made more urgent ..he imple-

mentation of plans such as the K-2, 3-5 setup. 22

At the extreme end of the elementary organizational continuum there re-

mains the ungraded school, a plan which provides for pupil progress through

various achievement groups, rather than from grade to grade. The problems

associated with this approach appear to be numerous. Retention rates are

unknown. A student could conceivably spend from five to ten years in school

before entering seventh grade. This type of institution is still in its infancy,

and must be considered experimental rather than practical. 23

There are numerous other patterns in elementary school organizations.

Of special importance in recent years has been the growth of kindergarten and

prc: -school levels. Always a part of the Germ.. n system, kindergarten caught

in :no-nerican urlw!r:ireas, but mere in the cpuntryside. The

period since 1940 has seen the acceleration of this It3.vel to rural areas. The

advent of the 1960's witnessed a rapid growth of pre-school education in
4 0
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urban and suburban locations. A subsequent rise of pre-school education in

the rest of the nation would not seem far off. 24

The pluralistic nature of American education has encouraged the develop-

ment of varied forms of,elementary school organization. Studies have shown

that each of a number of varieties of educational structure have received con-

siderable support. In 196C, almost one fourth of all elementary schools (23.9%)

included grade levels K-8, while almost two thirds (65%) included grade levels

K-6. The latter approach, with all of its proponents, appeared to have gained

the acceptance of most of the population, although the K-8 plan still held the

allegiance of a sizable minority. At the time of the survey, other variations

such as the K-3 and K-2 structures prevailed in less 'her: 8% of the Nation's

school districts .25

The years since 1960 have since changed t:e. :ational patterns of

elementary schools. Statistics now show the program:, ;-;ech as the K-3 and K-2

approaches are gaining acceptance. By 197: . the L:er.Lage of all schools

using such organizations had surpassed 12% (It bhceild be remembered, how-

ever, that the mathematics involved here car overrate the significance of these

statistics, since each K-6 school divided wi): produce at least two of the

smaller institutions). The smaller primary school structures seem to have

gained largely at the expense of the K-6 plan, since the percentage of schools

using the K-8 approach has decreased only slightly during the intervening

decade. 26 The organization of elementary schools seems to be related to the

variety of geographical and sociological settings involved. The K-8 plan, for

one reason or another, is apparently well-suited to rural areas.

n important statistical trend in the development of elementary school

ereanization has been the downward extension of primary instruction to include

e,-Jerc:rfrten and pre-school. Already alluded to above, this trend began with

:ee dramatic extension of kindergarten classes during the 1940's. By 1958,
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70.4% of all urban areas maintained public kindergartens. At the same time,

however, only 4.5% of urban communities maintained pre-school programs.

Rural systems continued to lag in the extension of kindergarten, although, by

1960, over one third of all rural districts supported such classes. 27 By the

1970's, increased interest in pre first grade education had increased enroll-

merits in both types of classes. Almost 90% of all urban areas maintained

kindergartens while over 15% subsidized pre-school programs. The proportion

of rural communities maintaining kindergartens had grown more slowly, but

did exceed one third. 28

2., Organization of Middle Schools

Unlike the elementary school, which was part of American education

:rom its very beginnings, the middle school has been a late arrival on the

educational scene. Its predecessors were the junior high schools of the

early twentieth century. These institutions, alluded to in the above discuss

of elementary organization, grew out of a belief that pupils in grades seven

and eight had academic and emotional needs which differed from those of

younger students. In many ways, the junior high school was designed to

facilitate the transition from childhood to adolescence. 29 The institution

still has its adherents, al hough its popularity has greatly lessened.3°

The middle school emerged from an increasing dissatisfaction with the

junior high school. ,During the mid twentieth century, critics of the latter

institution argued that it simply copied the departmentalization, subject-

centered curriculum, and sophisticated student activities of the senior high

school. They claimed that the junior high school served no distinctive pur-

pose. Some even suggested that grades seven and eight might be amalgamated

into the senior high schooi.31 In this context the mvidle school was advanced

as an alternative institution which coulci adequately meet the unique educational,
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Johnson, H.M. "Grade Organization: A Decision Based on Local District Needs

and Resources." NASSP Bulletin, (March 1982), pp. 105-113.

This article is a review of grade organization, its recent trends, and factors

to consider in examining changes at the district level. The author concludes

that there is no best form of grade organization which results in superior

student achievement or social adjustment. He suggests that the multiple

definitions of middle school contribute to the lack of substantial evidence to

support any single grade level configuration. Further, research on grade

comparisons, brain development (intellectual growth) and school size have not

yielded conclusive results. Finally, a telephone survey conducted in 1980 by

the author suggests that factors other than student outcome play an important

role. Specifically, he reports that decisions to change grade organization

were based on facility availability and adequacy. A need to create racially

integrated enrollment patterns also was a major factor cited by telephone

contacts.

Concluding that there is a lack of evidence to support any one form of grade

organization, the author suggest:I that school districts select a grade

organization format that best fits with local preferences and facility

availability. Any organizational plan can be made to work; however, good

articulation between school levels and careful planning of programs are

required for continuity in learning.
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Grade Ovgainization: A Decision
Based on.IIA)cal District
Needs and ritesources

Zu absent:4: of
reftearch
favoring a particu-

lar form of grade
organization. says

this writer, it is
4.t.ilt rcasouahle

seit.:e.: ale format
(lia0 loci i Fit5 with
lociti facility and

curricula:
_ _con figurat ions.

Howard M. Johnson

Grade organization has long been
a subject of discussion in the

nation's school districts, Ever since
the Prussian system of graded schools
became an accepted pattern of
schooling in the United States, school
districts have debated the merits of
K-6/7-9/10-12, K-8/9-12, K-6/7.12,
and other forms of grade organiza-
tion. The middle school movement of
the early 1960s intensified this debate
and served particularly as a basis for
reexamining the need for some kind
of transition experience between the
elementary and senior high school
years.

Update and Review

This review of grade organization
is intended as an update on recent
trends as used in the schools and as a
review of factors to consider in ex-
amining changes at the district level.
Much of the opinion expressed here
is based on conversations with per-
sons recently involved in some type of
districtwide change in grade or-
ganization.

Howard M. Johnson is chairman.
Department of Educational Adminis-
tration, University of Washington.
Seattle.
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A recent telephone survey of prin-
cipals and other administrators in
those districts was used in collecting
information, and a review of recent
literature on the subject of grade or-
gani.Pation proved helpful in develop-
ing the guidelines suggested for use
at the district level. The intent here is

to provide useful background infor-
mation for principals who may rind
themselves involved in examining
grade organization change in their

own districts.

Recent Trends in Grade Organization

The four-year high school, preced-
ed by a K-8 or 1.8 elementary
school, is clearly the traditional pat-
tern for education in the United
States. In 1910, the date marking the
beginning of the junior high school
movement, at least 95 percent' of all
secondary schools housed grades 9-12.
The other five percent were split be-
Neen live and six-year high schools.
The junior high school movement
was actually rather slow to catch on:
and. even by 1920, less than one-half
of one percent of all secondary 500011
were classified as separate junior high
schools. Hy 1970-71. the separate

junior high schools numbered 7.750,
or 31.4 percent of all secondary

schools.
Most of the junior high schools

started in the period prior to 1970

housed grades 7-9. This, of course,
meant a trend away from the tradi-
tional four-year high school. Many
school districts during this 1920-70

period adopted the K-6/7-9/10-I
format of grade organization. Only

in recent years. with the increased in-
terest in middle schools. have we seen
a re' .trsal in this trend. Between 1970
and 1977, the number of middle
schools more than doubled. By 1977,
there were 4.180 middle schools, as
compared with 7.434. junior high

schools,
Continuation of this conversion of

junior high schools to middle schools
has resulted in a reversal of the ear-
lier trend away from the four-year
high school. While precise figures for
the 1980.81 school year are not

available, it is estimated that more
than 60 percent of the approximately.
11,500 senior high schools house

grades 9-12. The declining school en-
rollments of recent years. along with
the increased acceptance of middle
schools, seem to have accelerated this
return to the four-year high school.

Research Evidence on Grade
Organization

One reason for the range of grade
organization patterns in U.S.

school districts is the' lack of evi-
dence that any single form of grade
organization is best for all students
or se co
Tent of this writ( is that. in the
absence of generalized research evi-
dence favoring a particular. form of

rude_ i ioreanization, it s entirclr-N
(reasonable that. sc ool districts select

1 a grade organization format that best )
( fits with local facility and curricular

con figurations.ABefere--snijaing
'.3pecillogtrISillries to be used in this
matching process at the local district
level, it is well to examine briefly re-
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sults of research efforts designed to
establish the relative merits of parti-
cular grade organitation formats.

One such research focus involved a
comparison of middle schools with
junior highs and other forms of
transition education. Several mudies
have attempted to compare schools
with different grade structures on

such variables as student achieve-

ment, attitudes, and self-concept.

After reviewing studies conducted
prior to 1975, Wiles and Thompson
concluded:

After 10 years of existence, there is

little evidence available %vhich to
evaluate the merits of middle school
education. This conditi.in, limkever, is
not unique to middle schools. Poor re-
search procedures, a narro and biased
focus, and failure to clearl define the
subject of study have contributed to
this condition,'

Research on middle schools con-
ducted since 1975 has added little
or nothing to the evidence that any
single format of transition education
is superior to all others. Most gener-
ally, the comparative studies. wheth-
er concerned with achievement or
attitude measures, have shown no
significant difference between various
grade level configurations under in-
vestigation Part of this problem
stems from the multiple definitions
of middle school. Some have defined
the middle school as consisting of a
particular set of grade levels, others

I. Jon W. Wiles ,Ind Julia l'homJion.
School Research 196$1974 A Revio of
Substantial Edwatturrul Leaderxhip.
March 1975, IV 12:12

view thc middle school as having a
certain combination of curricular
features such as interdisciplinary
studies, basic skills emphasis, or de-
emphasis on competitive athletics.
Even if there were distinct and gener-
alizable advantages for some particu-
lar grade level configuration, it is

doubtful that these differences could
be demonstrated due to the conflicts
in middle school definition and the
usual problems involved in establish-
ing and maintaining. throughout the
research period a similar in all rele-
vant conditions except r: organi-
zati

From what we kr w now, it
difficult to argue for or against the
middle school or junior high school
based on grade organization alone.
Most experts seem to agree that
significant results are not likely to be
discovered by simply comparing 5-8,
6-8, 7-8, or 7.9 grade organizations.
If there are important differences to i

be identified, they are most likely to
be tied to r0 ,rammatic differences.

A similar void exists in the com-
parison of 9.12 and 10.12 senior high
schools. Most of the so-called re-

search comparing placement of the
ninth grade (in the 7.9 junior high
versus the 9-1: senior high) has been
based on opinions of students, teach-
ers, and/or administrators: often the
research is based on demonstrated
characteristics of students at particu-
lar age levels rather than actual im-
pact of alternative schooling formats.

One such study concluded that
ninth graders should be in the senior
high school simply because they are
more like tenth graders in intellectual

e........11
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ability and emotional maturity.1

Studie-, of this sort may add interest-
ing insights into the developmental

characteristics of youth, but they

hardly represent compelling evidence
for the superiority of one particular
grade level organization. Similarly.

the research indicating periods of

more rapid brain development and

intellectual growth (e.g., at ages 10-11

and 14.15) may suggest different

types of educational programs for
students in particular age range.... but.
because of the sirible variance in

growth patterns among students and
particularly between boys and girls,
this research should probably not he
used in a prescriptive manner for

determining grade organization pat-
terns in the schools)

Research on school size can some-
times influence the grade organiza
tion selected in a particular school
district. Here again, however, there
exists no ideal size for schools at

either the elementary or secondar%

levels. At the elementary level. ii2L:rt
5inion seems to support a minimum
of 250.300 students. Schools with

lesser enrollments are hard pressed to
provide the types of grouping and
special services desired in most corn-

: Norm.in hirellei ma/.
Emotional. and Socia: .1lat;irtti Leets
E.ghth. Airth. unJ Tenth Grade 5!iilents .:1h
lniplicuttunt the Schoui GraJe 0/car:I:am:ins.
1.RIC tl 1)113 i 1.' is I"

tIcrnt.in T Eptetn, Gru%tr. Spurts Owing
Bum De:opment Inirlh:4tions for Educ.i-

tion.11 Poli;.-." in EJwation and The Brain,
Srilt..ocnth 1eJrh.aik of the
Stx:Ict fur the Stu11 cif Edu.:Jtion, ed. ChJII
Jnd NlirsLy (Chs.ago Chwjp)
Ptcs. 1975).
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munities. Research on school site at
the secondary level has been more
extensive than at the elementary. level,
but the results are no more conclu-
sive.

Most research is again based on
expert..opinion rather than carefully
controlled experimentation. Most of
this opinion seems to support abso-
lute minimums of 300 and 40{) stu-
dents at the junior :Ind senior high
school levels. Where student popula-
tions are distributed in a manner
justifying larger schools, this is con-
sidered advisable. The larger schools,
however, are preferred more on the
basis of expanded curricular oppor
tunnies than on proven gains in stu-
dent aehievement. With respect to
maximum sizes on the secondary
school level, there is no research evi-
dence that schools as large as 2,000
to 3.000 are harmful to students;
however, most researchers studying
the question of school size feel that
secondary schools in the 500 to 1,500
range are more desirable. They point
out that the larger schools have
proved to be o more efficient and
seem less successful in encouraging
high rates of participation in the ac-
tivities offered.

In the absence of compelling re-
Search guidelines on either school
fratie organization or school size,

local districts are left to make grade
organization decisions on the basis of
local preferences and facility avail-
ability. There is plenty of room for
local option in making decisions on
these matters, and most districts
faced with the need and desire to
make a change of some kind will

4 7
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want to consider a variety of factors
in arriving at the appropriate model
for their particular circumstance.

Grade Organization Change in
Selected School Districts

The current K-12 public school
enrollment of 42.5 million represents
a decline of almost three million
since 1970. This decline, which has
been concentrated in the central city
and inner suburban rings of our large
metropolitan areas, has been accom-
panied by considerable pressures for
change in grade oreanization.

As a means of determining strate-
gies used in coping with both the
enrollment decline and the pressures
for organizational adjustment. this
writer made telephone contact with
administrative personnel in a number
of districts that were known to have
implemented a change in grade or-
ganization within the past few years.'
Personnel in each of these districts
were asked about reasons for their
recent change and the extent to
which they had attempted to evaluate
the results or the change. Materials
describing both the previous and
current grade organizations used in
these districts' were also requested
and inamined as part of the survey.

4. A more complete report on this telephone
surbe). including a 1111 of the distriets par-
tietpattag, can be ohtained from the Bureau
of School Service and Research. Uniersit of
Washinoon Tie report w.as completed to

August 1MO. under contract %.ith the Betio ue
Public Shools. Bello ue. 1%, ash The Bello ue
School District Is utiliting the cures linding>

J bJNIS for its ov.n studs of ulternati+4
of grade organttJtion
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Of the 31 diitsicts included in this
telephone survey, almost all indicated
that facility availahility and adequacy
played a major part in the decision

Irr-tIrree-Ti ttriedistric
facility availability was coupled with
the desire to create more racially in-)
tegrated enrollment patterns..." liven
t e kw respondents w to indicated
their district. had a clear preference
for a particular type of middle school
pattern indicated that the grade or-
ganization change probably could not
have taken place were it not furl a
good fit between student numbers
and facility availability.

In most cases, the decision to
change grade organization was made
in a manner that permitted the maxi-
mum number of students to utilize
more up-todate and specialized facil-
ities. As an example, moving ninth
grade into a high school building was
often viewed as a means of up-
grading elective programs, particular-
1!, in the science, music, and business
education areas.

Several respondents felt that. while
the decision to change grade organi-
zation was made on other than strict
ly curricular grounds, it served as a
time to accomplish needed curricular
changes for certain groups of stu-
dents. In the most frequent case of
districts adopting a middle school
and a four or live-year senior high,
respondents mentioned the impor-
tance of lesser emphasis on competi-
tive athletics for students in the 11 to
14 age group, a more interdiscipli-
nary or current problems emphasis in
the middle school years, and the es-

tablishment of better teacher-student
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relationships through use of either
block scheduling or teacher-counselor
programs.

Guidelines for Grade Organization
Change in Schools

Up to this point, the writer has
documented a wide variance in grade
organization in U.S. schools and

has indicated the likely continuation
of pressure for grade organization
change, particularly during this
period of enrollment decline in urban
and suburban school syStems. We
have also reviewed a few of the re-
sults obtained in a telephone survey
of selected districts involved in recent
grade organization changes.

Based on a more detailed review of
viewpoints expressed by these person-
nel involved in implementing changes
of grade organization at the local

district level, several suggestions or
guidelines have been developed.
These should prove helpful to others
inilved in the organizational change
process. It is especially important
that school principals and other ad-
ministratuis involved in guiding the
change process in their local districts
utilize these guidielines as part of the
planning process.

/ Begin the' //milting process and
the idenuliarion of alternatives
with a clear understanding about
what research says (and does not
say) about grade organt:ation.
Planning involves the setting of

goals and objectives and the identill-
cation of work maps showing how
these coals and objectives are to he
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accomplished,' The development of
work maps is generally accomplished
by examining the relative merits ()I' a
variety of possible means for attain-
ing organizational goals. With this in
mind, it is extremely important that
the planning groun not he limited in
its examination of alternatives. As
seen earlier, past research on grade
organization has not identified any
set format as being best for all situa-
tions; hence, it is important that a

wide variety of grade organizations
be considered in planning at the local
district level.

One need only look at the wide
variety of grade organization pat-
terns to understand that local district
circurnittmees can dictate some un-
usual bu, successful grade

organization arrangements. Several

large urban districts included in the
telephone survey utilized two or more
organizational arrangements within a
single district. Several districts in

California have adopted a K7;:i-I.2
format with apparent success %%bile

personnel in certain of these districts
indicated a preference for returning
to a format involving some standard
transition or middle school step, t
indicated that the present arrange.
ment made sense in terms of their
declining enrollments, facility availa-
bility, and patron preferences

In at least one of these %%1st:N, the

decision favoring the ontisu,i1 K-7/ I+-
12 seemed to turn on the greater

5 Paul Ilerle .ind Kenneth 11 111.inehar

Management of Orvant:attanal toe. 26

ed. 1tingle kood Chile. N J. Pre,kcelia11,
14721. p 4
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political viability of closing junior

high schools rather than the neigh-

borhood elementary schools. Here

again, in the absence of proven

research preferences, local cir-

cumstances will generally play an

important part in the eventual

selection process.

2. Any change in grade organisation

should be planned well in advance

of the actual change and this

change should be designed to ac-

COMplish needed curricular and

staff development improvements.

Just because research does not

direct us to a particular grade or-

ganization format as being preferred

in all districts. this does not mean

that chances in grade organization
should not be made with a definite

eye to meeting curricular improve-

ments at the local level. Gordon

Vats, a leading advocate of improved

education in the transition years

between elementary and high school,

recommends that the change itself be

recognized an opportunity to ac-

complish other needs:
Any shake-up of an established
pattern provides an excellent op-

portunity to make fundamental
improvements. Whether we regard

the change from junior high to the

middle school as a revolution, a

reformation. or l coiossul mistake.

let us seize this golden opportunity

to make a fresh approach toward

goals we have always held for

6 Gordon F Var., "Jailor High or Middle

School k% hick o Dot fur the Ethic:Awn of

Young At!oloccrth'" The High School Jour.

nal. Dcucmher Mu. p I

schools for young adolescents,

however they are organized and
whatever they are called.`
This need to use grade organiza-

lion change as a vehicle for accom-

plishing curricular and staff develop-

ment needs of the local district is

particularly important in this period

of limited staff mobility. All of us,

administrators included, can profit
occasionally from a . new challenge:

and grade organization change in the

school district is one useful vehicle
for establishing such a challenge or

renewal in our professional assign-

ment.
.3. /I successful shift in grade organs.-

:ation is more likely when special

attention is directed w the needs

of new groups of students to be
accommodated in a school.

Failure to make provisions for new

groups of students was most often

mentioned by those included in the

telephone interviews as a problem

area in their district's recent change

in grade organization. As an exam-

ple, one district administrator spoke

of adding the ninth grade to the
senior high school level without in-

corporating suitable changes in grad-

uation requirements and course offer-

ings. Another respondent mentioned

the need for more teacher-student

counseling, at least in the initial years

following a change in grade organiza-

tion.
Those persons involved in the

planning process are well advised to

plan special orientation programs for

new students and their parents and to

alert staff members to this need for

carefully monitoring possible adjust-

lallemvP.wPRIN"..""..r."1"4"...."14"..
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ment problems of new groups of stu

dents. Student-to-student sponsorship
and informal teacher-student iii, ii',

siun sessions may prove helpful in

meeting this orientation need.

School district administrator, nii,i

also be mindful of the needs of le;11.111 .

ers involved in building shifts. In

some states, it is important to check

on possible certification problems

associated with the shift or gr,te
level teaching assignment. It is .11-

ways advisable to involve te.deher,

well in advance of any planned

change in grade organization. It is

often helpful, though not always pos.

sible, to give staff members the op.
portunity to visit programs of .1

similar type in nearby districts. I his

encourages a greater sense of con
fidence by the staff and makers it

more likely that the best parts of
these other programs will be incor
porated into the planning process.

4. Reordlo., of the type ol grade
°ream:alien change under oot%I.I.
eratio. all waif members Mini he

encouraged to work toward an ar
ticulated K-l2 program.
It is unlikely that any form of

school organization that has different
levels of schooling will escape articu-
lation problems. These problems will

be osercome only through diligcnt

monitoring by school administrators
and concerned teat:hen. All too often.

differences in school pHlosuphy or
method of instruction at the seseral
school levels get in the way of .in
articulated sequence . of instruction
On occasion. the selection of instruc
tional materials has been known to

,-4-.-z.;
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frustrate rather than enhance the

sequencing of learning experiences

tor students. Whatever the form of

grade organization, these needs fur

voild articulation must he recognized.

'one districts have employed ver-

tical curriculum planning committees
eood advantage. Teacher exchange

programs whereby junior and senior

high school teachers switch rules for

a semester or an entire school year

can also be helpful. Even exchanging

classroom teaching materials or test .

inc procedures can aid in the main-
tenam:e of an articulated program.
None of these suggestions is likely to
accomplish the desired end ttithout
strong administrative leadership.

with the trend toward fewer curricu-
lum personnel in many districts. this
leadership is likely to fall on school
principals at the different school

levels. Good communication of both

administrators and teachers at these
different school levels is absolutely

essential in assuring continuity and
articulation of instructional programs.

5 The rationale for any change in

grade organi:ation should he a re-
/idly communicated to hoth par-
ents and the general public.
1, hile the decision to change grade

'gemination in a given school district

is likely to be based on analysis of a

complex set of factors (including cur-
rent and projected enrollments. WI-
ity configurations, financial iesources,
staff and community preferences, and
curricular and staff development

needs), it is also true that the success-
ful implementation of any planned
chan1P: will, at least v sonic extent.
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depend on community acceptance.

Patrons in most districts still play
some role in determining. the linanc-
ing of schools at the local level; they
certainly determine the quality of
communication and support given to
selected school programs. Recog-
nizing these influences, it is incum-
bent upon school administrators and
board members to maintain very
open and honest communication
about the need to change school or-
ganization patterns,

The rationale for a given change in
grade organization often will be

based on declining enrollments and a
more efficient use of available facil-
ities. Even the most vocal critics will
recognize that certain adjustments
in school operation are sometimes
required in order to achieve a more
responsible use of public dollars. If
these critics can see that several
viable alternatives were considered
in the plannine process, the> are
more likely to relax their opposition
to particular elements of the overall
plan,

It is also important that the public
realize that the plan for changing
grade organization is based on a care-
ful assessment of most likely futures
of the district. In this regard. it is

especially important that the recom-
mended change be based on the best
possible enrollment and financial
projections. Patrons must have the
assurance that the district will not be
changing organization each time an
enrollment shift occurs. as such Ire-
quern changes remove any hope for a
stable operating system. Most experts
on planned change point to this need
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for control and stability as a means
of consolidating gains associated
with the change process.

Conclusion

It seems clear, both from a review
of research literature and a sampling
of opinions from districts recently
involved in grade organization
change, that there is no best form of
grade organization. No single grade
organization format has been shown
to result in superior student achieve.
ment or social adjustment. The grade
sequencing used in a particular school
district will, therefore, depend upon
a variety of local circumstances, in-
cludine the location, size, and quality
of existing facilities, current and pro-
jected enrollment patterns, and com-
munity and staff expectations. By
following the guidelines suggested
above, each local school district can
achieve a grade organization that is
must compatible with its on local
circumstances and that achieves the
stability needed for goal accomplish-
ment within the organization. With
appropriate planning and operating
procedures, it is even possible.
though not preferred, to function
with differing grade organization
patterns within a single district. A
district's choice of 6-3-3. 8-4, 4-4.4 is
probably not as important as what
happens across the hyphens. Any
organizational plan can be made to
work: but good articulation between
school levels as well as careful plan-
ning of programs within each school
level are required to assure needed
continuity of learning activities.
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Morphet, E., Johns, R., Reller, T. Educational Organization and

Administration, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1967.

Chapter 12, entitled Organization of Schools for Instructional Purposes,

reviews the authors' merits of different plans of school organization. Such

plans include:

o eight-four

o six-three-three

o four-four-four-four

o four-four-three-three-two

It is concluded that school organization should be determiaed by the purpose

and needs of the area served by the school district.
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of the area served by the school district. A couple of decades ago, onecommunity with two elementary school plants, concerned about thegrowth of all of its children and the development of understanding be-tween the children of long-time residents and those of the new "dustbowl" and ethnic group residents, anxious to avoid an "across the tracks"group, established one K-3 school for the kindergarten through the thirdgrade and another for grades 4-6. It did this although it thereby reducedthe possibility that each school might become a "neighborhood" school.Two K-6 schools would have been the more usual and more easily justi-fied arrangement. They would have resulted in shorter distances to schooland less expense for transportation. The community, however, has beenwell satisfied with the educational achievements under this plan anddoes not wish to change. This plan was a forerunner of many that havebeen adopted in recent years to overcome de facto segregation. Othercommunities have organizational plans. that are not widely used or dis-cussed. In many instances the unusual plan may be the result of a build-ing situation, rather than a consideration of educational needs of chil-dren. Recognizing that not all organizations can be described, attention%%ill be given to only a few including the more common ones.

Eight-Four Plan

The 6-4 plan is the traditional way of organizing education in theUnited States. A variant of this '.vas the 7-4 plan in sections of thecountry where eleven years of public school education were provided.Until approximately 1910. this plan was round ery generally. Since thattime it has lost ground at varying rates depending upon the growth ofthe intermediate school or the junior high school concept. The 8-4 plancame under attack principally because it was believed that it providedstudents too limited a program in grades 7--S. The seventh- and eighth-grade students were thought to be at a period of development when amore varied program and one less repetitious of the elementary subjectsshould be provided. In the first decades of the present century it was alsoheld that more students would continue in school for a longer period ifthe break in organization came at some point that did not coincide withage of fourteen, that was commonly regarded as the end of attend--..ce by large numbers of youth and parents.
In more recent years the plan has continued strongest in ruralareas. where a more conservative approach to education hos been found,and in states with separate administrative units for elementary educa-tion. There has also been sonic support for it on the basis of the beliefthat under this plan the thirteen- and fourteen-year-old student does notmature socially at a rapid rate. Proponents argue that the seventh grader
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is too young to be in a junior high school and too greatly influenced in
an undesirable manner by the "mature" ninth-grade students. Despitethese arguments that have been rather frequently advanced in recentyears, few if any school systems are returning to the 8-4, organization.

. It should be noted that in the case of the 8-4 plan as well as inother plans of organization, the kindergarten has been widely provided.The growth of the kindergarten since 1940 has been rapid. However, it
has not generally been incorporated into another unit of organization,
but rather has remained as a separate unit :!A our thinking even thoughit has heen'housed

in nearly all cases in the elementary school buildings.The rapid expaRsion of preschool opportunities in the 1960s also suggeststhe need for a re-examination of the organization plan. What shall bethe relation of preschool programs to the kindergarten and to grades 1and 2?

Six-Three-Three Plan

This plan of organization is now the most widespread in the nation.It is found particularly in the urban areas and in states that have acceptedthe desirability of the junior high school. In some states the junior highschool has been encouraged not only through the efforts of educationalleaders but also through favorable state aid provisions.Among the advantages claimed for this plan are enriched provisions
for seventh- and eighth-grade students, .. secondary school ofadequate length to develop a good guidance

program, opportunities forninth-grade students to develop leadership capacity, and large oppor-tunity to develop a program related to the needs of young people cf this
age as a result of being freed from the traditional patterns of both theelementary and senior high schools.

Although the percentage of children in school systems organizedin accord with this plan has continued to increase, there have been manycriticisms leveled at some of the organizational units of this plan in re-
cent years, These criticisms have pertained to the secondary schools
r.,ther than to the elementary. It has been argued that many junior hie},schools have been

"overdepartmentalized," are nothing but little highschools, and that the academic achievement in them has been unsatis-factory. Studies have not supported the charges regarding lower aca-
demic achievement, but among the critics there are those who belie..e
that the ninth grade should be in the senior high school to raie theachievement level. As mentioned above, it has also been argued that theseventh, and ninth-grade children are too wide apart in development f,-;
be members of the same schcA.

Recently this plan as well as the 8-4 has also come under attack in
the large cities as one which does not facilitate desegregation to the de-
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sired extent. Including fewer grades in a unit, especially at the elemen-
tary level, makes it possible to bring together children from a wider area
who may be more heterogeneous socially or racially.

Six-Two-Four Plan

This plan is found in communities or sections of the country where
the 6-3-3 plan is unacceptable because of certain conditions or view-
points such as the following;

1. Separate elementary and secondary school districts with re-
sconsibilities respectively for grades 1-8 and 9-12 are in exist-
ence.
Four-year senior high schools are believed to over better college
preparatory programs than three-year senior secondary schools.

3. The two-year intermediate school offers the opportunity to
develop a better, less departmentalized educational program
than the three-year junior high school.

4. Economy can be effected because the two-year school does not
need all the special facilities that appear necessary in the three-
year junior high school.

5. The three-year school provides too wide a range of ages with
resultant undesirable development of students in the seventh
grade.

Four-Four-Four-Four Plan
or Four-Four-Three-Three-Two Plan

These plans are not offered as ones which are widely employed at
the present time. They are presented, however, to suggest that develop-
ments are occurring which may make the emee'gence of new plans highly
desirable. Both of these plans make provision far sixteen years of public
education. They incorporate one preschool year, the kindergarten, and
two years of junior college into the organizational structure. In many in-
stances these provisions are being made, but in part they remain ap-
pendages rather than 'officially established elements of a structure.

When the preschool and kindergarten are attached to the structure,they would appear to fit well with the first two years of the elementary
school. Thus, a four-year institution which would be relatively small andclose to the home would result. The second four-year block, including
traditional grades 3 to 6 could then be somewhat farther removed from
the home and could facilitate desegregation through serving a larger geo-graphical area. The goals of these years may also suggest the desirability
of having them in one unit.

",r-: It is to be noted that at the top of the structure the junior college
is being added at a very rapid rate. A decade ago, only a few states
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clearly regarded it as essential, but now there are many. The junior col-lege, however, is not universal in many states, and in some states it servesonly limited functions. The next decade, however, will almost certainlysee it expand rapidly both in terms of provision for it being made and interms of having it become multipurpose. It will need to serve increasing-ly not only as a part of higher education but as a vehicle for a new level
of vocational-technical education and as an adult education center. Thesedevelopments offer an important opportunity for a thorough re-examina-tion of the strengths of various organizational plans.

The extension downward and upward of educational provisionssuggests that the old designations such as 6-3-3 and S-4 will be dis-carded during the 1960s and I970s and that new, more comprehensive
and accurate terminology will become accepted. Possibly, greater struc-tural variation will be found both within and among districts.

ORGANIZATIONAL GUIDELINES

The complexity of the problem of organization makes the fo ;rnula-tion of a number of guidelines desirable. They should be of value eitherin evaluating an existing organization or in developing an organizationalplan. In considering these guidelines, we should keep in mind that noone organization will meet the needs of all communities, that organiza-tional plans have varying potentials, and that regardless of the organi-zational plan the potential may go largely unrealized. Some of theguidelines that follow pertain to the plan for determining the types ofschools to be established; others pertain to the schools within the plan.In general, they refer to the basic units such as elementary and secondary
schools, rather than to schools for children with special needs.

1. The value of any organizational plan must be determined funda-
mentally in terms of the opportunity that it provides for the developmentof the desired educational program. The establishment of any units in anorganizational plan may have the effect of suggesting that the school inquestion is much more different from the other units of the school systemthan it actually is. Educational needs of children and youth are notbasically different. It is a matter of emphasis rather than difference inkind. The needs of the sixth grade student are far more similar to thoseof the seventh grader than to those of the child in the first grade, eventhough he is in the elementary school rather than in the junior highschool,

2. The ormnizational need to be undasfnod a., iwitrument:-trou;:h which more adegi,,:ic provision:; Can be made for caring fur in-dividual di5,erenee6.. The establishment of formal units of organization
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Spencerport Central Schools, January 7, 1982.

In a mimeographed paper from Spencerport Central Schools, Spencerport, New

York, educational advantages and disadvantages of various patterns of grade

level organization were discussed. The pros and cons of the following

structures are outlined in this article:

o .8=4

o 6-6

o 6-3-3

0 5-3-4
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SPENCERPORT CENTRAL SCHOOLS

SPENCERPORT, NEW YORE

I. What are the Educational Advantages and Disadvantages of
the Various Patterns of Grade Level Organization?

/g,Z

When the Board of Education last year reviewed the
implications of declining enrollment upon building utili-.
zation it.became apparent that by 1986-87 it would be'
possible to house any type of grade level organizational
structure in the Spencerport Central School District.
Hence the Board requested that information pertaining to
the educational implications pertaining to building utili-
zation be prepared for its consideration.

To help place this issue in perspective a brief his-
tory of school grade organization is attached.

I agree with the comment that most of the reasons for
or against a particular organizational format are not sup-
ported by research. The major exception is that youth to-
day enters puberty one year earlier than it did fifty
years ago - when the junior high schpol concept emerged!

Last year the Pittsford Central Schools ascertained
.the experience of other school districts in Monroe County.
They reported:

Schoo.e o6ing6 and grade ZeveZ teot4anization4
have tecent.ey taken pence in Pen6iad, Weist Itondt-
quoit and Ru4h-Hentietta. Decizion4 have been made
in Web6tet and deci6ion6 ante pending in Greece. No
zingZe idea otganization hats evoZved out o6 the chan-
ge6 in Monroe County. in 6act, yeti/ hew dattict6
have adopted the acme otat pattetn. 06 the eighteen
dattict6 in the county, onty Gates-Chili has exacay
the name patetn a6 PittA6otd. The neat 6eatute a
vatiety o6 pctetn6, with some pat6 (but tatay the
totaZ paetn) in common. At the acmentaty eveZ,
the 6ottowing pat; Ins exat: K-2, K-4, 3-4, 5, K-6,
K-3, K-5, 4-6. Ten dattict6 in the county have mid-
Re 4choo.t4, eight datticts have juniot high 6choot.s.
Foutteen o6 the eighteen di.5aic6 have on wi..Zt. have
9-12 high ischoot.4. In dacu6,sion with di ttict o66ic-
ia6, one detetmine6 that moat otganizationat. deci6ion6
we/ce based on 6actot6 othet than a phia6ophicca pozi-
tion.
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Monroe County 4upekintendent4 who have been in-
votved in the4e chage!, indicate that the adopted
ohganizationat pkoduct not neoaty a4 impontant a4
the cane given .to ptanning and phoghamming the on-
ganization. Each 4upekintendent indicate4 that the
adopted pattcan in hi4 datnict has wohked welt. They
agree that much attention need's to be given .to the
point's o 6 dacontinuity to in4uke anticutotion o6
pkognam and good communication pottenn4 Aeganding
4tudet needs .

As one reads and reviews the attached list of pros
and cons for:

8-4

6-6

6-3-3

5-3-4

3-3

Grades K-8, 9-12

Grades K-6, 7-12

Grades K-6, 7.9, 10-12

Grades K-5; 6-8, 9-12

Grades K-3, 4-6

The key question to consider is:

What educational sting is most appropriate or
uniquely suited for students who are no longer children
and not yt`.. young men and woman?

Operationally this translates into two questions:

1. Should the sixth grade be in a middle school or
an elementary school?

2. Should the ninth grade be in a junior high school
or a senior high school?

Other criteria to be considered in reorganizing grade
levels in a school system faced with declining enrollment.
are:

1. What should be the minimum ramber of sections of
a grade level in an elementary building?

2. How important is the concept of the neighborhood
school?

3. What will be the impact upon present and probable
future attendance area boundaries?
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4. What are community expectations or desires?

5. What are faculty expectations or desires?

6. What types of, and how many, classroom spaces
need to be provided for special programs?
e.g. Triad, NI/ED, Art, Music, Physical Educa-
tion, BOCES.

7. What are the financial implications?

1
For example, see:

1. Tanner, J.M., Growth at Adolescence. Oxford:
Blackwell Scientific Publications, 1962.

2. Eichorn, Dorothy H., "Variations in Growth
Rate," Childhood Education, XLIV (January,
1968), 286-291.

3. Meredith, Howard V. "Stature and Weight of
Children of the United States with Reference
to the Influence of Racial, Regional and

Socioeconomic, and Secular Factors," American
Journal of Diseases of Childhood, LXII
(November, 1941), 930-936.

4. Ramsey, Glen V., "The Sexual Development of
Boys," American Journal of Psychology, LVI
(October, 1943), 217-233.

5. Gesell, Arnold, Frances llg. and Louise
Bates Ames, Youth: The Years From Ten to
Sixteen, New York: Harper and Brothers, 1956.

6. Gordon, Ira J. Human Development: From
Birth Through Adolescence, New York: Harper
and Row, 1962.



A BRIEF HISTORY OF SCHOOL GRADE LEVEL ORGANIZATION

So fixed a fixture are grades in America's schools it is
hard to imagine schools without them. The dame school, conducted
in New England kitchens by dedicated, if not very literate teach-

. ers, accommodated neighborhood children regardless of age and
without grade structure; and so did the one room rural schools
that educated ge.nerations of Americans. Age grading was first
introduced in Boston's Quincy Grammar School in 1848 - the inno-
vation of that age. It grew out of the assumption that students
may be logically' grouped by age and taught specific blocks of
subject matter. A practical reason for grading was that chunks
and pieces of knowledge could be transmitted by relatively in-
expert teachers to the ever-increasing number of students enter-
ing the schools.

The scheme swept across the years and the nation, and has
. resisted uprooting. Criticism of age grading began as early as

the 1860's when some educators charged that grades locked stu-
dents into rigid learning situations; that each student was ex-
peced to learn what the grade-syllabus mandated, regardless of
student needs and interests; that grade education was goosestep
and mass education; that individual instruction was impossible.
Few paid attention.

'As. populations boomed and torrents of students flowed
into the classrooms, authorities were concerned less with what
was happening to the individual and more with finding manageable
ways to administer the schools. Conformity took over: eight
grades of elementary school; four years of high school. School
buildings housed elementary grades as local conditions permitted;
but the high school plant, usually the town's aichitectual orna-
ment, remained rigidly a four-year institution.

From 1820-1920, pressure from many diversified groups caused
a reappraisal of the traditional 844 organizational pattern.
These pressures came from the university, advocates of vocational
competence, and the school educational community. The university
felt there was a lack of standardization and that high school sub-
jects should be taught at an earlier age. Advocates of vocation-
al competence felt that many students need a practical education
which would enable them togo into the labor market directly from
high school. Therefore, they stressed the aeed for this program
to begin in grades seven and eight. The educational community,
faced with critical housing needs at the secondary level, suggested
moving one grade out of the high school. Teachers, also saw a
possibility of having now and improved special facilities. Reor-
ganization came with the acceptance of the 6-3-3 plan.
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The only child-oriented impetus for this change came from
G. Stanley Hall. Hall defined the childhood period as gradually
terminating at the end of the twelfth year and the transiticn to
adolescence beginning thereafter. Many educators of that period
disagreed with his concern with the childhood to adolescence
transition. However, they did use his studies to justify reor-
ganizing the schools to accommodate three periods of growth and
development: childhood, transition and adolescence. Thus the
period of childhood was accommodated in grades K-6, transition
in grades 7 9 and adolescence in grades 10-12.

Since the early nineteen hundreds, 'anthropologists, psychol-
ogists, and sociologists have undertaken multi-disciplinary,
longitudinal studies of human growth and development. These
studies can be categorized roughly as physical development, in-
tellectual development, and personality development.

Dissatisfaction with certain aspects of the 6-3-'3 school or-
ganization plan plus research in human growth and development
provided an excellent foundation for the structuring of a new
type of school organization.2

Variations came rapidly year by year.

Always there were strong arguments for the rearrangements.
Researchers and psychologists had a field day listing educational
advantages and disadvantages of this or that plan. Most argu-
ments, even though heavily documented, were either specious or
nonsense.

The truth was that not educational enhancement but down-to-
earth reasons decided the choice of grades alignment. The most
practical were the availability, location, and size of a school
plant. Parent wishes, local preference for school size, and oper-
ational costs also helped determine which grades would be housed
together.

"Actually, what is important is not grade structure. A good
teacher and a good program are what count."

Continued research on student needs at different age levels
finally revealed an almost. irrefutable fact: Boys and girls enter-
ing puberty need courses and services not made available to them
in traditional elementary grades or high school programs.

Educators then tried to find an educational setting which
would be uniquely suited for students who are no longer children
and not yet young men and women.
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.What young adolescents need, researchers reported, is a

variety of experiences with people, things, nature and problems;
opportunities to explore ideas; a chance to expand their basic
skills of expression and computation - all that, plus teachers
concerned with helping young minds and bodies develop toward
excellence rather than transmitting subject matter; and rating
youngsters on their academic or athletic prowess.-'

The latest available data regarding types of organizational
plans used by school systems was a study done by the NEA Re-
search Division. They found:

/fc

Percent of school systems
by enrollment group

3,000- 300 -

GRADE COMBINATION 24,999 2,999

6-3-3 36.60 11.6%

6-2-4 21.3 17.4

8-4 10.4 21.1

6-6 3.7 22.7

5-3-4 11.9 8.7

4-4-4 1.1 2.1

7-5 1.9 . 1.'

Other 13.1 15.3

1. Ben Brodinsky, "Tell us: What logic puts fifth graders
in some junior high schools?" Updating School Board
Policies, v. 10, no. 3 (March 1979).

2. Frederick W. Ball,, "The Sixth Grade: Elementary or
Middle School?" IAR Research Bulletin (April 1973).

3. Brodinsky, ibid.

a
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8-4 (GRADES K-s, 9-12)

FOR

1. Keeps pupils in the elementaxy school environ-
ment longer.

2. More emphasis could (perhaps would) be given
to the traditional so-called fundamentals;
the teacher would be with the pupil for the
entire day or most of it and thus could pro-
vide better instruction and guidance.

3. The gap between elementary and secondary edu-
cation would come later when the pupil would
be better prepared to cope with it.

4. Articulation between elementary and secondary
education would be more easily achieved since
there woul.. be only one bridge to effect
rather than two.

5. "Growing up" socially would occur later.

6. Home-school cooperation might be more easily
attained.

7. Schools would probably be nearer the home of
the pupil,,and transportation problems might
conceivably be decreased in grades seven and
eight.

65

AGAINST

1. The curriculum for grades seven and eight
in some instances be much narrower (without
or with much less adequate libraries, shops,
science rooms, physical education facilities;
homemaking rooms, arts and crafts rooms,'
guidance provisions) and thus would provide
for the needs of these pupils markedly less
adequately.

2. If an enriched program were attempted, it might
under certain circumstances and in a number of
schools, call for considerable duplication of
special rooms and equipment which would not be
utilized fully.

3. The program of activities for grades seven and
eight might tend to be very limited and in-
adequate for pupils in grades seven and eight.

4. Securing of elementary teachers for grades
seven and eight would be difficult.

5. The opportunities of pupils in grades kinder-
garten to six might be seriously interfered
with by making provisions for the older pupils;
to provide equivalent opportunity, both capital
outlay and current expense costs would tend to
be considerably greater.

6. Forces early adolescents to interact continu-
ally with pre-adolescents.

7. Forces pupils to make a rapid adjustment from
elementary to high school.

8. The gap between elementary and secondary edu-
cation might easily be so wide that it would
be extremely difficult to bridge.

9. Adequate guidance and necessary experience to
facilitate bridging the gap to secondary edu-
cation would be more difficult to provide.

10. Denies early adolescents a school of their own
and a broader'curriculum offering appropriate
to their needs.
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6-6 (GRADES K-6, 7-12)

FOR

1. Provides secondary program continuity for alonger period of time than K-8, 9-12.
2. Provides a broader range of courses foryounger students.

3. Provides earlier competition and break-awayfrom the elementary school.
4. Provides more mature 12-14 year olds an op-portunity for interaction with older students.5. Provides a subject-centered

program in thesecondary school.
6. Provides specialists to teach courses inthe secondary schools.

6 i

I
AGAINST

-

1. Forces earlier break from ,elementary schoolingthan K-8, 9-12.
2. Pressures pupils between 11-14 to place theirchildhood behind them.
3. Creates larger secondary schools.
4. Creates constant interaction between youngadults and early adolescents.
5. Teachers more subject matter than child ori-ented.

6.
Departmentalization means decreased fle,d-bility in exploring various subject arLas.



FOR

6-3-3 (GRADES K-6, 7-9, 10-12)

1. Longer stay in one school facilitates betterrelationships for pupils and parents.
2. Fifth and sixth graders provide appropriaterole models for younger students.
3. Provides interaction-among greater range ofage levels.

4. Maintains neighborhood school concept.
5. Gives,early adolescents and young adults

schools of their own.

6. Provides for' gradual change from self-con-tained classrocms to complete departmentali-zation.

7. Is able to offer a counseling program for7-8-9. For 7-8-9 a better, more appropriate
organization of academic studies can bedeveloped.

8. Leadership opportunities are available to9th graders as opposed to being at the"bottom of the ladder."
9. 6-3-3 enables the school to develop a pro-gram of extra-curricular

activities and toprovide better experiences and leadershipfor early adolescents.
10. Many ninth graders are not able to acceptthe social pressure placed on them in a

9-12 school.

11. The academic pressure caused by teacherswho are accustomed to working with seniorhigh students and the competition of ad-vanced senior high students is too much
for advanced ninth graders.

' 12. This form of ,organization is well accepted.Staying with the status quo will not causemuch upset.

13. In New York teacher training, teacher cer-tification requirements, and State Education6., Drn-mrtmonf- rriml 1

AGAINST

1. Ninth graders are physically different thanseventh and eighth graders. Two thirds ofthe girls and one third of the boys in theeighth grade have gone through puberty. All,or almost all, of the ninth grade boys andgirls have gone through puberty.
2. A ninth grader is too sophisticated forseventh and eighthgrade children who wantto imitate ninth graders and grow up too fast.
3. Pressures pupils between 12 and 14 to placetheir childhood behind them.
4. Possibilities for varied programs in seventhand eighth grades are hedged in by the ninthgrade Carnegie unit scheduling requirements.
5. Specialized curriculum offerings tend to maketeachers more subject matter conscious thanchild conscious.

6. When ninth grade is separated from 10-11-12,certain courses and equipment must be dup-licated.

7. Limited course offerings, especially for theacademically talented and gifted.
8. 10-12 have fewer course offerings because oflack of 9th grade.

9. Sometimes a junior high school is a "littlehigh school" and not a school with its ownidentity; it has "junior" status.
10. Some parents and pupils feel that a juniorhigh school "doesn't count," or at least

not the 7th and 8th grades.
11. Some sixth grade students can be negative

role models for younger children.
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5-3-4 (GRADES K-5, 6-8, 9-12)

FOR

1. Research findings consistently show that today
youngsters enter adolescence a year earlier
than they did 50 years ago due to better nutri-
tion and improved socioeconomic conditions.

2. Student ages in a 6-7-8 school more nearly
parallel the period of human growth and de-
velopment between childhood and adolescence
called transcendence.

3. Research indicates children are in pubescence
between ages 11 and 13.

i. Groups pupils who are more alike than either
elementary or secondary age pupils.

5. This age group needs personal attention which
they do not receive sufficiently in any of the
other organizations. They are at an awkward
stage and need to be together with excellent
teacher personnel.

6. They are at an academic age where they need
reinforcement and extension of skills through
application.

7. Expo:;os pupils to various areas of speciali-
zation at an earlier age on an exploratory
basis. Specialist would be available to help
sixth graders branch out easier than they can
in an elementary school..

8. Provides sixth graders the opportunity to
used specialized facilities such as science
labs, home economics rooms, and industrial
arts shops.

9. Sixth graders need greater stimulation and de-
partmentaliation of teaching and special
facilities and equipment, e.g. shops and labs,
to advance according to their ability.

Facilitates greater flexibility in grouping
children for instructional purposes.
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AGAINST

1. Sixth graders are better off in the protuctive
environment of an elementary school.

2. Gth graders would lose the benefit of an elem-
entary school program.

3. Sixth graders not available for safety patrol,
student council and other leadership roles.

4. Sixth graders are too young to be pushed very
hard academically or socially.

5. The elementary school challenge of working
with children at the sixth grade level would
be missing.

6. 6-7-8 Programs often are very similar, or
identical to 7-8-9 programs.

7. There might be a scaling down of standards in
a K-5 school (especially in chorus, band. and
physical education) because the pace setting
sixth grade is absent.

8. This may decrease the proportion of male
teachers in fourth and fifth grades.

9. Music program might have to be extended into
third grade in order to have a 3 year program
in building. Many 3rd graders are too young
for music.

10. Removes the leadership role carried by ninth
grade students.

11. The difference between age 14 (ninth grade)
and age 18 (twelfth grade) is too great and
makes it very difficult for ninth graders
to adjust to the new 'school.

12. Ninth graders are too young, immature to be
placed with senior high students.

13. Administrative techniques and procedures
would have to change. 72
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5-3-4 (GRADES K-5, G-8, 9-12)

FOR (continued)

11. Provides orderly transition from elementary
methods and materials to secondary methods,
materials and complete departmentalization.

12. Can provide a school with an identity of its
own which enhances pupils sense of belonging.

13. Reduce emphasis on parties, dances and com-
petitive athletics.

14. Children can have a fresh start in a new school
one year earlier. That is, they can detach
themselves from old labels, make new friends,etc.

15. With ninth graders in a separate building, the
"growing-up" process will be slowed down.

21. Many ninth graders need a greater variety.of
course offerings than is available in a:junior
high school.

22. Provides opportunity for advanced ninth grad-
ers to take higher level courses without trav-
elling to another school.

23. Affords opportunity for a broader curriculum
offering in the high school.

24. Facilitates continuing and articulation of
educational programs 9-12 in all areas, cur-
ricular and co-curricular including athletics.

25. Places the entire high school program and
C,rnegie unit requirements in one building.16. The leadership advantages we give to sixth grad- 26. Earlier referrals can be made for remediationers could be given to fifth graders. or for acceleration.

27. Facilitates more efficient use of staff.
23. College admission and state high school grad-

uation requirements are based upon the as-
sumption of a 9-12 program.

17. Removes the restraint of organizing part of the
school to meet high school graduation require-ments (Carnegie units).

18. A transitional school should have at least
three grade levels in it to allow sufficienttime for the students to develop an identity
with the building and for the faculty to know
and work with the students.

19. Today's ninth graders are more mature, sophis-
ticated, than those of 50 years ago, when the
junior high school was created, and can handle
and profit the high school and extracurricularpressures.

.20. The end of eighth grade is a natural break.
Many ninth graders are mature enough to fit in
and profit by the high school program. They
feel like and want to be senior high school
students.
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(GRADES K-3, 4-6)

FOR

. Lctrger pool of same age group to draw from for
instructional grouping purposes.

Would provid for greater specialization-focusof teaching and administrative skills.
Minimize spread of unrest from intermediate
children to primary children.
There is a shorter time span between planned
"school changes" for each student.

More efficient staffing ratios because of
larger pool of students at a grade level.

AGAINST

1. Emphasizes curricular dif.erences between
grades 3 and 4.

2. Role modeling by intermediate children for
primary children would be eliminated.

3. Eliminate the opportunity for cross group-
ing from lower levels to higher levels andvice versa.

4. Decreases communication among past, present
and future teachers of the pupils.

5. Increas'ed transition, articulation, coor-
dination problems.

6. Diminishes the opportunity for siblings
and neighborhood friends to ride and to
walk to school together.

7. An increase in transportation costs is
likely.

8. Loss of neighborhood schools.
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EXHIBIT 4

Intermediate vs. Middle Schools:
An Analysis of the Relative Costs in the

Montgomery County Public Schools

Summary

This report was prepared by Dr. John Riew of Pennsylvania State University as
part of the Middle School Evaluation Study conducted by the Department of
Educational Accountability, Montgomery County Public Schools. The study found
that, in general, the per pupil cost differences between middle and junior
high schools are not very great. Differences brought about by adjustments to
school utilization rates through school closures are larger than the
differences due to the supplementary middle school program costs.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTERMEDIATE VS. MIDDLE SCHOOLS: AN ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIVE COSTS -
IN THE MONTGOMERY COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

In the evaluation of middle schools mandated by the Board of Education in
Resolution No. 827-77, the question of middle school costs is important. In
the Montgomery County Public Schools (MCPS) middle school program, when sixth
graders are shifted from elementary schools into middle schools, they are
given a somewhat broader curriculum similar to secondary school students, more
funds for texts and materials, and the staff in their schools are given
supplementary allocations for the interdisciplinary resource teacher positions
planned as part of the middle school program. In the Middle School
Evaluation: Year T Progress Report (March, 1980), the costs of these
increments in staff, materials, and transportation were estimated. Based on
these cost increments, an estimate was made of the cost of shifting the entire
school system to a middle school structure from its current structure of 7-3
and 7-9 junior high schools. Those data suggested that the cost of shifting
sixth graders throughout MCPS (based on 1980 salaries and enrollments) would
be approximately 1.55 million dollars. Based on a sixth grade enrollment at
that time of 7,431, this amounted roughly to an additional 5208 per sixth
grader for converting to a middle school structure.

However, from what is known about the economies of scale in education, schools
which are operating at less than their optimal capacities are more costly per
pupil than schools functicving near their enrollment capacities. Since most
schools in MCPS are operating far below their maximum utilization rates, the
effect of this condition is important to consider when estimating the costs of
changing the school grade structures. This consideration is equally relevant
for estimating school costs when enrollments change due to other situations
such as school closings. Thus, in order to provide a more appropriate
estimate of the cost differences between middle and junior high schools, a

method was needed not only to identify the costs of materials, textbooks, and
transportation, but also the staff costs attributable to school underutiliza-
tion itself. Dr. John Riew, professor of economics at Pennsylvania State
University, in collaboration with Dr. John Larson of the Department of
Educational Accountability (DEA) staff, developed an econometric model for
estimating school costs in this manner.

This cost report is limited to examining the operating costs of the four
middle schools and their feeder network of 15 elementary schools. The primary
objective of this study was to compare, through the use of an econometric
model of school costs, the estimated operating costs of this set of schools
under four simulated conditions:

Present Condition: K-5/6-8 middle school structure with no closings

Alternative 1:

Alternative 2:

Alternative 3:

K-6/7-8 junior high school structure with no closings

K-5/6-8 middle school structure with three elementary
closings

K-6/7-8 structure with one junior high school closing

he cost estimates for staff and utility costs, taking into consideration
school underutilization costs, middle school program supplements, and
administrative savings from school closings, are indicated in Table E-l.
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TABLE E -1

Estimated Costs, Including Staff, Utilities, Middle School Program Costs,
Underutilization Costs and School Closing Savings, for Alternative

Grade Structures and School Closing Conditions

Number Number
School of of Staff
Level Schools Pu ils Costs

Utilities
Costs

Total
Costs

Present Condition: K-5/6-8 No cloth/

Elementary ,15 6,090 $ 8,781,982
Middle School 4.--,3,369 5,199,932
Total 19 9.,459 $13,981,914

Elementary
Junior High
Total

Alternative 1:

15 7134 $10,050,663
4 2325 3,951,587
19 9,459 $14,002,250

$496,053

312,276
$808,329

$ 9,278,035
5,512,208

$14,790,243

K-6/7-8 No Closing

$496,053
312,276
$R08, 329

$10,546,716
4,263,863

$14,810,579

Comparisons With
Present Costs

Per
Total Pupil.

01.1111.

$ 20,336
more

Alternative 2: K-5/6-8, Close Three Elementary Schools

Elementary 12 6,090 $ 8,350,075
Middle School 4 3,369 5,199,932
Total 16 9,459 $13,550,007

Elementary
Junior High
Total

$389,864
312,276

$702,140

$ 2

more

$ 8,739,939
5,512,208

$14,252,147 $538,096 $57
less less

Alternative 3: K-617-8, Close One Junior Hieh School

15 7,134 $10,050,663
3 2,325 3,362,452

18 9,459 $13,413,115

$496,053
243,801

$739,854

$10,546,716
3,606,251

$14,152,969 $637,274 $57

less less

Several conclusions appear justified from the results. First, assuming no
school closings in this network of schools, the middle school organization
costs essentially the same as the 7-8 junior high school organization. The
middle school organization costs $20,336 (or about $2.00 per pupil) lest
across the K-8 network of 9,459 pupils. Since 1,044 sixth graders are
rezeiving additional services in this condition, the present model appears
offer more value than would changing the middle schools to 7-8 schools without
ar closings.

Second, under either a middle school or 7-8 junior high school organization,
underutilized schools results in substantial sayings. Rv closino

three K-5 elementary schools under the middle school organization, there is a
pr.7.ted savings nf $538,006, or $57 per pupil For the entire network. :;v

(:-,nverting the middle schools to 7-8 schools and closing one of them, there i'

3 pro ectea savines of S117,27%, or V'17 per pupil acros,: the notwor; ;0"
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Third, in comparing the two school closing alternatives, the operating cost
difference between middle and 7-8 junior high school structures is about $10
per pupil. However, the total staff costs for middle schools in the table
above include $133,835 for interdisciplinary resource teacher positions, and
extra funds to finance the sixth graders' textbooks, materials, and transporta-
tion at the secondary school level. These supplemental funds amount to $14
per pupil across the K-8 network. Thus, approximately $4 (27 percent) out of
$14 per pupil middle school program increment, has been recovered through more
efficient school utilization in the K-5/6-8 grade structure.

In general, the per pupil cost differences between middle and junior high
schools are not very great in this network of schools. Differences brought
about by adjustments to school utilization rates through school closures are
larger than the differences due to the supplementary middle school program
costs. It should be noted that the per pupil costs for the various alter-
natives are specific to this network of schools and cannot be generalized to
MCPS as a whole. For any given network of schools, such an analysis may yield
somewhat different cost-efficiency figures. On the other hand the method of
cost analysis used here is directly applicable to determining the school costs
for any given set of schools under any specific enrollment pattern, such as
the ,:omparisons required for other school closing decisions.
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EXHIBIT 5

Summaries of Selected Research Studies
on the Effects of Different Grade Organization

on Students and Parents



Austin, J.C. A Comparative Study of Two Forms of School Organization For the

Early Adolescent in Terms of Pu it Achievement and School Adjustment.

(Doctoral Dissertation, University of Houston, 1967.)

The purpose of this study was to compare a newly organized (5-3-4) school

structure with a traditional (6-3-3) school structure to measure student

academic achievement and adjustment. No conclusive differences between the

groups in achievement as measured in grade 7 were found. Differences in

achievement factors in grades 9 and 10 favored the control group. There were

no significant differences in attendance, dropout rate, and cocurricular

participation before grade 10. The parent's questionnaire indicated the 5-3-4

program was superior in all categories. High socioeconomic attendance may

have affected the results for this part of the study.



I

Baker, L. A Study of Selected Variables in a Change From A Junior High School

Organization To A Middle School Organization. (Doctoral Dissertaion, Syracuse

University, 1972.)

The purpose of this study was to determine the differences in pupil

achievement, attitude, intelligence, teacher attitude and organizational

climate in :I change from junior to middle school organization. Study

conclusions specifically relating to middle school organization include:

o . improved teacher attitude

o trend toward open climate

o healthier student attitude

o high-r academic achievement

o no change in I.Q.



fr,

Beauchamp, Marian. A Study of Selected Variables in a Change From

A Junior High School Organization To A Middle School Organization.

(Doctoral Dissertation, Syracuse University, 1972.)

The study examined the effects on student achievement of changing school

organizational patterns from junior to middle schools. Student and teacher

attitudes, student achievement and intelligence, and organizational climate

were assessed. It was found that pupils in the middle school had:

o better mental health and improved attitude toward school

o improved achievement

o a marked change toward openness

improved teacher attitudes

In addition, it was reported that seventh graders were affected the most by

the change.



OP

Blyth, D., Simmons, R., and Bush, D. "The Transition Into Early Adolescence:

A Longitudinal Comparison of Youth In Two Educational Contexts." Sociology of

Education, 51 (July, 1978), pp. 149-169.

This study examined tne transition into 7th grade within two different

education contexts - K-8 and K-6 school structures. Five areas of social and

psychological development including parent-peer orientation, participation in

extracurricular activities, early dating behavior, the value of 4ifferent

personal traits, and the individual's self-esteem were examined. Tne study

found:

o 6th graders showed different types of behavior and endorsed

different values depending upon the type of school attended.

For example: K-8 students were more influenced by peers, were

victimized more, and preferred to be with their close

friends. K-6 students were more academically oriented

and internalized a greater sense of responsibility.

Differential changes in students' perception of their environment,

their self-image, their participation in extracurricular activities,

and their chances of being victimized were reported for in these two

groups.

For example: Students who had attended K-8 schools became

increasingly more positive about themselves,

participated in more activities, and felt less

anonymous than students who had attended K-6 schools.

The study concluded that additional research was

needed to further identify the causes and consequences

of these differences in socialization experiences and

their implications for youth.



Bryan, C., and Erickson, E. Structural affects on School Behavior: A

Com arison of Middle School and Junior Hi h School Progr,:,.s. Mimeographed

paper from Grand Rapids Public Schools, 1970.

The purpose of this research project was to'determine if the implementation of

"middle school concept" would create an organizational structure or social

context that would enhance relationships both within and between the staff and

student body. Study findings concluded that the West Middle School was

generally functioning in accord with its basic philosophy. Further, the study

concluded that the implementation of the middle school concept, generally

speaking, had a positive impact on parents, teachers and peer group influence

as compared to the traditional junior high program. However, the middle

school organization did not result in any more positive effects on student

satisfaction with the school nor upon student achievement.



r

Glissmeyer, C.R. "Which School for the Sixth Grader, the Elementary or the

Middle School?" California Journal of Educational Research, XX (September,

1969), pp. 176-185.

Throughout this article various excerpts from previous studies relating to the

evolution and purpose of middle schools are introduced. A study conducted by

Donald Eichhorn (1966) compared over a one-year period, 1966-67, the academic

achievement of 6th grade pupils in modified-departmentalized and a

self-contained elementary and middle schools. No conclusions were reached in

assigning an overall superiority to either type of organizational or grouping

arrangement. It was concluded that other aspects (social adjustment,

self-concept, educational facilities, instructional programs, etc.) in

addition to achievement need to be analyzed for a more comprehensive study.



1

Livingston, A.H. "Does Departmental Organization Affect Children's

Adjustment?" The Elementary School Journal, (Jan. 1961), pp. 217-220.

This article summarizes a study conducted by Fred Broadhead entitled "Pupil

Adjustment in the Semi-Departmental Elementary School" dated April 1960.

Personal and social adjustment was measured in 831 5th graders who had

experienced semi-departmental organization in Tulsa public schools. Study

results were not conclusive. Semi-departmental organization did not help or

hinder pupil personal and social developmAt.



Rankin, H.S. A Study of the Pre- and Post-Attitudes and Academic Achievements

of Students in Grades 5 through 10 in a Change From A Junior High Organization

To A Middle School Organization in A Suburban School System. (Doctoral

Dissertation, Syracuse University, 1969.)

The purpose of this study was.to determine the differences in attitudes and

academic achievement in students who changed from a junior to a middle school

arrangement. Attitudes of students in the middle school arrangement were

demonstrated to be healthier than junior high students. Academic achievement

was also found to be somewhat higher in middle schools,



Strickland, H. A StUdy of Selected Variables in a Change From A Junior High

School Organization To A Middle School Organization In A Northeastern Arkansas

City. (Doctoral Dissertation, Ball State University, 1977.)

The purpose of this study was to determine differences in academic

achievement, attitude toward school and self-concept in 7th and 8th grade

students who changed from junior to middle school in Jonesboro, Arkansas.

Conclusions drawn from findings include:

o junior high students had higher scores on achievement tests

o junior high students had a slightly higher degree of negative

feelings toward school than did middle school students

o attitude and self-concept were unaffected by the reduction of

"inappropriate" social and physical activities

little 0,ange in instructional procedures of teachers were found
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Summers, A.A., and Wolfe, B.L. "Which School Resources Help Learning?

Efficiency and Equity in Philadelphia Public Schools." IRCD Bulletin, XI

(Summer, 1976).

This study addressed how student achievement growth can be increased through

school resource allocation. Findings were drawn from a sample of students

observed over a few years. The study found that all types of students in

junior high school did better if they went to a school which was part of an

elementary school, Additionally, being in an elementary school in the 8th

grade increased pupil achievement growth by 4.3 months.
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